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Abstract 

To improve on the transmission capacity of a multimode graded index optical fibre, a new transmission 
method is being researched: Mode Group Diversity Multiplexing (MGDM). With this method, the fibre 
is not illuminated with a single signal over its full front surface, but multiple different signals are injected 
at different distances from the center of the fibre. At the receiver end, each of these signals will result 
in a different near field pattern (NFP); this combination of patterns can then be projected onto multiple 
photosensors, whose outputs then contain mixed versions of the input signals. 

The objective of the project on which this thesis reports was to build a receiver to demultiplex these mixed 
output signals, measure the characteristics of the optical MIMO channel formed between the laser inputs 
and the photosensor outputs and build a setup that could be used to perform further experiments with 
MGDM and demonstrate its feasibility with real signals. 

After designing and setting up the transmitter and receiver optically and electrically, a number of parameters 
was measured concerning the behavior and linearity of the active components used (lasers, photodetectors) 
and the parameters of the channel for determining whether the model assumed for the channel was correct: 
stability of the signal mixing coefficients at different time intervals and the delay differences of the output 
signals for both input signals. From the results of these measurements, the model appears to be correct. 

An analog demultiplexer for this model was then implemented with four multipliers and two adders that 
performed a matrix multiplication of the outputs with an inverted version of the measured channel param
eter matrix. This setup was tested with two real signals: an analog video signal on one of the inputs and an 
analog audio signal on the other one, which could be successfully demultiplexed. However, during these 
audio and video tests, nonlinearities were found in the channel response that were not seen before. The 
source of these nonlinearities is still under investigation and may be caused by interactions between the 
lasers and the power distribution within the fibre. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Mode Group Diversity Multiplexing 

Increasing the amount of data that can be sent over any communication channel is the goal of a neverending 
quest. In fibre optics, much research has been done into WDM (wavelength division multiplexing) as a 
means to incorporate multiple communication channels into one fibre, thereby increasing total bandwidth. 

In a novel approach to this bandwidth problem, Eindhoven University of Technology has started research
ing MGDM (mode group diversity multiplexing) as a possible alternative to WDM. With MGDM, the 
different communication channels are not formed by different wavelengths oflight like with WDM, but by 
transporting the light through different paths within the fibre (i.e. it is a form of spatial diversity multiplex
ing). 

Using MGDM instead ofWDM has an expected cost advantage, because it is not necessary to use multiple 
lasers with different wavelengths or tunable lasers; instead, demultiplexing is done electronically. Another 
advantage is the increased bandwidth because of reduced modal dispersion of the individual channels 
compared to a fibre that is used conventionally [Radd98]. For a further capacity increase, MGDM and 
WDM may even be combined. 

1.2 Working principle 

Within a waveguide (such as an optical fibre), power is not distributed evenly; instead, it propagates in a 
limited number of spatial patterns called modes: power distributions that do not change along the length 
of the fibre. The number of these modes is determined by the diameter of the fibre (waveguide); within a 
single mode fibre, only one pattern is available, but in fibres with a larger diameter, light usually propagates 
through a superposition of a large number of modes, giving the impression of power transmitted through 
the entire fibre core. 

Light that is injected into a mode will be more or Jess confined to this mode, depending on the characteris
tics of the fibre (power will leak into adjacent modes, but it will not spread through the entire fibre). This 
causes light that was injected into a small number of modes on the input of the fibre to generate a pattern 
on the output of the fibre, depending on the modes that were illuminated. These patterns are usually shaped 
like disks or rings (or shapes in between) with their size depending on the distance from the centre of the 
fibre at which the light was injected. 

On the output of the fibre, these patterns can be detected by a number of photosensors that each detect 
a different part of the output pattern. If more than one signal is injected into the fibre, each signal at a 
different distance from the fibre centre, the sensors on the output will each receive a different combination 
of mixed input signals. 

11 



1.3. IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

SIGNAL 1 ~-; FC /7'\'\ ---l..~ . .fi 1 ; 1 , PDIC 
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SIGNAL 2 -[I}J 

Figure 1.1: Global system overview 

If the amount of mixing between the signals is determined for each output, the effect of the mixing within 
the channel can be calculated and compensated for, yielding the signals that were originally sent. 

1.3 Implemented system 

On the left side of figure 1.1, two lasers are each driven by one of the input signals. The output signals 
of the lasers are then injected into the multimode fibre (MMF) with a fibre concentrator (FC). One of the 
signals is injected into the centre of the fibre, the other one is injected 30JLm from the center of the fibre. 
Both signals are injected along the fibre axis (perpendicular to the fibre facet surface). 

If the signals are injected into the MMF in this way, the near field pattern (NFP) will consist of two super
imposed patterns, one for each input signal. This NFP is then projected onto a number of photodetectors 
(Photo Detector IC; PDIC) with a lense. The photodetectors each detect a different part of the NFP. The 
superposition of the two patterns will cause the received signals r 1 and r 2 to also be linear combinations of 
the input signals. The amount of power from the input signals that is transferred to each of the outputs is 
measured and stored into transmission matrix H. This transmission matrix is then inverted and multiplica
tion of the received signals with the inverted transmission matrix will then (in the absence of noise) again 
yield the originally transmitted signals. 

1.4 Chapters 

The assignment as it was initially given is explained in chapter 2. In chapter 3 the theoretical background 
of the MGDM setup is examined more closely, followed by the description of the experimental setup used 
in chapter 4. This setup was used both for measuring the characteristics of the experimental setup and the 
MGDM channel, covered in chapter 5, and as the basis for a demonstration setup in which two signals were 
multiplexed and demultiplexed at the end of the fibre, in chapter 7. Chapter 6 contains implications and 
experimental results for the demultiplexing algorithm used. The demonstration setup that was built within 
this project has been presented at the lEE Seminar on Optical Fibre Communications and Electronic Signal 
Processing ([Boer05], also attached in appendix F). 

12 



Chapter 2 

Assignment description 

2.1 Introduction 

The MGDM test and demonstration setup is being developed in cooperation with the ECO (electro-optical 
communications) group. ECO will investigate how the optical signals of two or more lasers can be coupled 
into the fibre. From the TWO DOS project at Philips, an optical Photo Detector IC (PDIC) is available that 
can detect multiple signals at the fibre output. The light patterns at the fibre output should be projected 
onto the PDIC by a lense. 

The signals at the outputs of the PDIC will then be processed to separate them into the transmitted signals 
again. The techniques proposed by SPS for this processing will eventually be implemented in hardware, 
but within this project they will first be implemented with PC-based software so the characteristics of the 
channels can be measured and the applicability of the techniques can be verified. 

2.2 Processing system design 

In this first MGDM setup, processing will be done by a PC, directly connected to the photosensor outputs 
through a data-acquisition device. Because the datastream will probably be too big to process in realtime, 
the measurement data should be written to disk first, and then processed offline. 

2.2.1 Data acquisition 

The data acquisition system should meet the following demands: 

• High speed (the Nyquist theorem dictates this should be at least twice the input bandwidth) 

• Multiple inputs (one for each output of the photodetector I C) 

• Simultaneously sampling (all inputs should be sampled at the same time) 

2.2.2 Storage 

To store all data for offline processing, there should be enough storage capacity to save measurements from 
a long period at an adequately high speed. 

13 



2.3. CHANNEL CHARACTERISATION CHAPTER 2. ASSIGNMENT DESCRIPTION 

The 1/0 system of the PC should also be able to transfer the required amount of information from the data 
acquisition card (DAQ) to the processor and from the processor back to the disks, so it needs to be at least 
twice as fast as the DAQ; this requirement is just for storing the acquired data to disk for offline processing, 
if the data should be processed online the transfer speed of the UO system depends on the processing 
software implementation. 

2.2.3 Processing 

Processing of the incoming data should preferably be done online, directly after reception, but this will 
probably not be feasible. If the data is written to disk, processing can also be done offiine. 

2.3 Channel characterisation 

For the characterisation, the communications channel is considered to be a MIMO channel. The (N) inputs 
of this channel will be the laser modulation signals and the (M) outputs will be the output signals of the 
DAQ. 

The first tests will be for the static behaviour of the channel: the complex matrix coefficients of the transfer 
characteristic of the channel and the noise levels. At a later time the dynamic behaviour can be determined, 
such as changes in the transfer matrix over time (due to external influences such as bending or temperature 
differences), signal delays caused by dispersion and the spectral properties of the noise. 

2.4 Demonstrator implementation 

The last part of the assignment consists of building a simple processing system to demonstrate the feasi
bility of the MGDM system. The data transported over the channels has to be processed with a simple 
processing technique, assuming that the signals do not have any intersymbol interference. 

14 



Chapter 3 

MGDMtheory 

3.1 Waveguide modes 

An optical fibre is a circular waveguide, optically consisting of two parts: the core (with some refractive 
index nco) and a cladding around it with a lower refractive index nc~. Within the fibre, electromagnetic 
lightwaves propagate along the axis of the fibre, confined by the difference in refractive index between core 
and cladding. Because of the behavior of the waves, there will only be a discrete number of electromagnetic 
field distributions (modes) that can propagate along the fibre. When looking at the power distribution within 
the fibre, these modes will appear as spatial light patterns; because these patterns are superimposed on each 
other, the total power will be distributed evenly over the fibre. 

Simplified drawings of a number of! ow order modes, indicating some patterns that are possible, are given in 
figure 3.1 (please note that these drawings are not mathematically accurate, they are purely for illustrative 
purposes). The amount of modes that can propagate in a fibre is related to the ratio between the fibre 
diameter and the wavelength of the light: a fibre that is very thick compared to the wavelength of the 
transported light (highly multimode) will be able to contain a large number of modes, while a very narrow 
(single mode) fibre will only be able to transport the lowest order mode (LP01 , in the top left corner). 

(3.1) 

An approximation ofthe number of modes that can be guided through a step-index fibre is given by equation 
3.1 [KeisOO], where .X is the wavelength of the light, d is the fibre core diameter and n 1 and n 2 are the 
refractive indices of the core and cladding material, respectively. 

At launching of light in a multimode fibre, the light falling onto the front facet of the fibre will normally 
be distributed to excite all modes available within the fibre, so the light will appear to be distributed quite 
evenly througout the entire cross-section of the fibre, caused by the superposition of all modes that are 
transporting light. 

Any fibre with more than one mode is limited in the maximum speed with which it can communicate 
because the propagation speed is different for all modes, so a signal that was transmitted as a single pulse 
into all modes will become a flatter and wider pulse at the end of the fibre because the pulses from the 
different modes do not arrive at exactly the same moment. One way of eliminating this effect, modal 
dispersion, is using single-mode fibre, which can only transport a single mode so only a single pulse will 
arrive at the end of the fibre. Unfortunately, single mode fibre is much more expensive to install than 
multimode fibre, because of its small diameter (typically about 7 J.Lm for the core, the part of the fibre that 
carries most of the light, compared to a core diameter of, usually, 50 or 62.5 J.Lm for multimode fibre). 

15 



3.2. DISPERSIVE MULTIPLEXING 
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CHAPTER 3. MGDM THEORY 
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Figure 3.1: Some simplified examples of optical waveguide modes 

Figure 3.2: Dispersive multiplexing setup 

Another method to reduce the modal dispersion is to only excite a subset of the modes, preferably only 
modes that have almost the same speed of propagation [Radd98]. This will not completely remove modal 
dispersion, but it will significantly reduce it, increasing the rate at which information can be transported 
through a multimode fibre. 

Exciting only a subset of the modes immediately introduces another possibility: if the signals are more or 
less confined within their subsets of modes, we can also excite multiple different groups of modes with 
separate signals and that way use these groups as separate communication channels. This principle is used 
by two techniques: dispersive multiplexing and mode group diversity multiplexing (MGDM). 

3.2 Dispersive multiplexing 

Dispersive multiplexing was first introduced by Stuart [StuaOO], who used a 2xl multimode power splitter 
to inject the light from two lasers into different groups of modes. With this method, although the groups 
of excited modes are known to be different, it is not accurately defined which groups are excited. At the 
end of the fibre, another power splitter was used to split the power coming from the fibre into two separate 
signals, again without exactly knowing which groups of modes from the fibre were available on which 
power splitter output. For a setup diagram, see figure 3.2, generated from the description of the setup in 
[StuaOO]. 

The signals injected into the fibre were BPSK modulated with synchronised data clocks. Because of modal 
dispersion within the fibre, these signals arrive with different delays at each of the detectors, yielding 
two constellations that can be decoded with QPSK demodulators. The outputs of these demodulators are 
weighted with complex weights (A and B) tuned to cancel out one of the signals so only the other one will 
be received. The amount of cancellation was verified by displaying the eye pattern of the received signal 
on an oscilloscope and adjusting the complex weights until the unwanted channel was canceled. 

16 



CHAPTER 3. MGDM THEORY 3.3. MGDM 

Figure 3.3: NFP's from large core diameter PMMA fibre. a) only low order modes excited, b) all modes 
excited, c) only high order modes excited. (source: [Koon04]) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.4: NFP's from large core diameter graded index glass fibre. a) only low order modes excited, b) 
only high order modes excited, c) both low and high order modes excited. (source: [Tsek05]) 

This technique was used to transmit two 50 Mbps signals over 1 km ofMMF, both which could successfully 
be received. Unfortunately, this setup only works with digital signals because eye diagrams are not available 
for arbitrary signals. Because a multiplication with a complex number is used, thereby only shifting the 
phases of the received signals, this demultiplexing method will not be useable for wideband signals that 
would get a frequency dependent delay in that case. Furthermore, it is not precisely known in which groups 
of modes the signals are injected. Within the MGDM project research will be done into a more general 
method of transmitting that is also valid for arbitrary signals, with more deterministic methods of coupling 
light into specified groups of modes within the fibre. 

3.3 MGDM 

With MGDM, the signals are specifically injected at certain distances from the fibre axis so the groups of 
modes that are illuminated can be roughly chosen. Although the signals are injected as single points on the 
front facet of the fibre, they will spread out over a number of modes within the fibre. The way in which this 
mode mixing occurs depends on the type of fibre and the launching conditions and determines the shape of 
the output near field patterns (NFPs ). 

In previous MGDM experiments to determine the NFP shape within large core diameter polymer graded
index fibre, ring-shaped patterns were found (figure 3.3) with their diameter related to the location in which 
the power was injected. Within a graded index fibre, the refractive index in the core is not constant, but 
varies with the distance to the fibre axis. In these experiments, a single-mode fibre (SMF), connected to a 
laser, was mounted on a translation stage, perpendicular to the front facet of the multimode fibre (MMF). 
The position of the SMF could be changed to illuminate any point on the MMF front facet (see figure 3.5). 

In the fibre used for the experiments described in this report (148 p,m or 93 p,m core diameter graded 
index glass fibre), the patterns were disk-shaped with their diameter also related to the location that was 
excited (see figure 3.4 ). By detecting the optical power within different parts of the received pattern, in this 
case at different radiuses because the patterns are circular, mixed versions of the transmitted signals can 
be obtained from which the original signals can be estimated. In this sense, MGDM is an optical MIMO 
communication system. 

Another important detail that can be seen in this figure is the speckle pattern in the lower order modes 
(visible in 3.4a and 3.4c). This speckle pattern changes slowly in time but can change very quickly if 
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3.3. MGDM 
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Figure 3.5: Light injection for NFP measurements 

the fibre is moved or twisted. These changes should not pose any problems except for variations in the 
transmission matrix as speckles move from one sensor to another one, changing the amount of power 
detected by these sensors. 
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Chapter 4 

System setup 

4.1 Introduction 

For measuring the channel characteristics and setting up a demonstration of MGDM, a laboratory setup 
was designed that can transmit the signals from two lasers through a multimode graded-index fibre, detect 
the signals at the end of the fibre and demultiplex these received signals back into the originally transmitted 
signals. 

The detailed schematic of the system in figure 4.1 can be roughly divided into 5 parts: 

• Electrical transmission 

• Optical transmission 

• Detection 

• Channel estimation 

• Demultiplexing 

4.2 Electrical transmission 

The multimode fibre over which the mode group multiplexed signals are to be transmitted will be excited 
by two lasers, one for every input signal. Apart from the data to be transported, a few auxiliary signals need 
to be added to the input signals: a DC voltage and a pilot tone. The DC voltage is used to bias the laser in a 
linear area so the input signals and pilot tones will not be distorted by the nonlinear relation between input 
current and output power of the laser. 

Figure 4.1: General layout of the system 
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4.2. ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM SETUP 

Pilot tone separation 
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Figure 4.2: Possible pilot tone implementations 

The pilot tones serve two purposes: they are used to distinguish the transmitted channels at the output and 
to characterise the parameters of the MGDM channel. 

If the channels are to be correctly identified by their pilot tones, the pilot tones should be orthogonal to 
each other. There are a number of techniques that can be used to ensure orthogonality: the pilot tones 
can be separated in frequency (FDM), time (TDM) or they can use different orthogonal codewords (CDM). 
Spatial separation (SDM) is not possible because spatial diversity is already inherent in MGDM; both input 
signals are transmitted in different groups of modes inside the multimode fibre and the pilot tones are used 
to measure the spatial diversity of these two signals. 

The choice for the separation method between pilot tones was driven by practical considerations: TDM 
would require a synchronisation circuit to properly determine which pilot tone was sent at what time and it 
would not be able to track very fast fluctuations within the parameters of the channel (see section 5.3.2 for 
an experiment whether these fluctuations are significant). As CDM would require a much more complex 
receiver than FDM, for which even a couple of filters and envelope detectors would suffice, FDM was 
chosen to separate the pilot tones from each other. 

Similar to the orthogonality with respect to each other, the pilot tones should also be largely orthogonal to 
the input signals so the input signals and the pilot tones will not interfere with each other. To obtain this 
orthogonality, only FDM and CDM are feasible; ifTDM were used, the input signals would be interrupted 
by the pilot tones, making the system non-transparent and SDM is not useful because then the pilot tones 
would be transmitted over a channel with different characteristics than the input signals. 

The choice between CDM and FDM is a tradeoff: as can be seen in figure 4.2, where the amplitude-vs
frequency diagrams of two methods of separating the pilot tones from the signals and three methods of 
separating the pilot tones from each other are drawn. FDM obviously reduces the bandwidth available to 
the signal, but because CDM-separated pilot tones can't be guaranteed to be perfectly orthogonal to the 
signal (because the signal is unknown in a transparent system), the pilot tones will reduce the signal-to 
noise ratio of the information-carrying signals. This tradeoff has been examined in [Kum05] by calculat
ing an equivalent SNR for the FDM case that could be compared with the SNR of CDM-separated pilot 
tones. These calculations favour FDM over CDM because of its lower impact on the signal. Another 
important reason why FDM has been chosen to separate the pilot tones from the input signals is ease of 
implementation. 

A laser driver then converts the input voltage to a current (above the lasing threshold, laser output power 
is linear with the input current) and uses this to drive a 17.5 mW 635 nm (red light) semiconductor laser 
(Fiber Max FMXL635-17-TFOB, a packaged Opnext HL6323MG laser). 

The circuit used for the input signal combiner and laser driver is visible in figure 4.3. To the left are the two 
input signals (SIGNAL IN and PILOT IN) and a potentiometer to set the DC voltage for the laser bias from 
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM SETUP 4.3. OPTICAL TRANSMISSION 

PREAMP 

Figure 4.3: Laser driver schematics 

a 5V reference. These voltages are buffered by the unity-gain preamplifiers (IC3-IC5) after which they are 
added together by the inverting summing amplifier formed by R2-R5 and IC2. 

The heart of the actual laser driver (voltage-to-current converter) is formed by ICl and Ql. Ql converts 
the output voltage from IC1 into a current, which goes through the laser diode LD and resistor Rl. The 
voltage over R1 is fed back into the feedback input ofiC1; because it is used in a feedback configuration, 
IC1 will adapt its output voltage until the input voltages are equal, so the voltage over R1 will b.e the same 
as the input voltage coming from IC2. Because the current through R1 (and thus through LD) is directly 
proportional to the voltage difference between its pins, the laser will be driven with a current proportional 
to the sum of the input voltages. To verify the voltage over R1, a test point (TP1) is provided; care must be 
taken to never connect this test point to ground: this will immediately destroy the laser diode. 

The lasers are mounted onto aircooled heatsinks to keep their temperatures stable; when used without the 
heatsinks, their output powers are extremely unstable; they drop very fast when the lasers warm up due 
to their own power dissipation. Although the lasers are aircooled to the environment temperature, when 
referring to them from the point of view of their optical setup they are still uncooled, as their temperature 
is not regulated. 

4.3 Optical transmission 

The lasers have fixed single-mode fibre pigtails (fibre core diameter is 5 J.Lm, which is single mode for red 
light at 635 nm) that are connected to one variable optical attenuator (VOA) per channel. These VOA's are 
provided to make the laser output power controllable without taking the lasers out of their linear regions. 
Because the NFPs from the signals injected into the higher order modes are spread out over a larger surface 
at the receiver, the power received from this signal is much lower in the current receiver configuration; the 
VOA's are also used to compensate for this power difference. The VOA's are specifically designed for 635 
nm light; their input and output fibres are also single-mode for red light (5 J.Lm core diameter). 

Because of the size of the fibre cladding, normally the minimum pitch between two fibre cores is 125 J.Lm, 
which is more than the core radius of the MMF, so some solution is needed to move the optical signals 
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Figure 4.4: Light injection setup 

closer together to inject them into the fibre at multiple distances from the fibre axis. This is accomplished 
with the use of a fibre concentrator (FC), which is a glass bar that contains a row of 32 planar waveguides 
with an input pitch of 125 J-Lm and an output pitch of 30 J-Lm. The inputs are equipped with single-mode 
fibre pigtails (9 J-Lm, not single-mode for red light) to which the VOA's are connected. 

Figure 4.4 shows the setup used to inject light into the fibre: the output of the FC on the left is butt
coupled to the front facet of the MMF, in such a way that one of the waveguide outputs injects light into 
the center of the fibre; this signal will be transported through the lower-order modes of the MMF. The 
higher-order modes are excited with the next waveguide output, at a radius of 30 J-Lm from the center of the 
fibre. Depending on the diameter of the MMF, a third waveguide may also be used, at a radius of 60 J-Lm, 
but in our experiments the coupling losses of this waveguide were too big, which dramatically reduced the 
amount of power available in the output NFP for this signal. 

For most experiments, a nonstandard silica (glass) fibre was used with a graded-index profile, a core diam
. eter of 148 J-Lm and a cladding diameter of 250 J-Lm. 

4.4 Detection 

The NFP that appears at the end facet of the fibre is projected onto an array of photodiodes by a lens. 
The photodiodes, together with preamplifiers for every photodiode, are integrated into a photodetector IC 
(POI C), which has originally been developed for a multi-track optical storage system (Two DOS [Jong02]). 
Because of the requirements for the original purpose, the wavelength to which the photodiodes are sensitive 
is limited to visible light and near infrared (850 nm), they is not sensitive at one of the most commonly 
used optical communication wavelengths, 1310 nm. Because of component availability, it was chosen to 
build the setup with 635 nm equipment (red light). 

The PDIC contains eleven photodetectors, 120 by 90 J-Lm, with a physical layout as depicted in figure 4.5. 
The circle in this figure is an outline of the NFP as it is projected onto the PDIC; the diameter of this 
circle is twice that of the MMF core because of the projection magnification ratio. All photodetectors are 
divided into four rectangular segments, but the signals from these segments are only available individually 
from five detectors (the detectors with a cross-pattern in the figure). The signals from all four segments are 
combined for each detector and these total signals for each detector are also available at the output of the 
PDIC; these are the outputs used in the experiments. 

After pre-amplification on the PDIC itself, the signals are amplified again by an external amplifier and 
filtered by a 30 MHz lowpass filter. 

Further technical information on the PDIC, such as connection diagrams and possible modifications, can 
be found in appendix C. 
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Figure 4.5: PDIC photodetector layout; the circle is the outline of the pattern projected onto the PDIC. 

4.5 Channel estimation 

Before the start of the project, a simple linear model for MGDM communications was assumed, represented 
by the following relation between laser inputs and detector outputs: 

(4.1) 

In this equation, the signals used to drive the lasers (s1 and s2 ) are partially transferred to detector output 
r 1 and partially to output r 2 with n 1 and n 2 being the component noise. The coefficients Hxy of matrix H 
determine the amount of input signal sx that is available on output r y· This model assumes that the coeffi
cients of matrix H are real-valued because the dispersion within the fibre does not introduce signal delays 
long enough to give a noticeable delay difference between higher and lower order modes. Furthermore, it 
is assumed that the channel does not introduce any nonlinear distortion into the transmitted signals and that 
there are no distortions whose effect is different on the information-carrying signals than on the pilot tones. 

Using this model, a straightforward approach for estimating the signals that were originally transmitted 
would be to estimate the transmission matrix H, invert it and multiply this inverted matrix with the detected 
signals to undo the effects of the channel. 

Estimation of the parameters of the channel (the transmission matrix in this model) is done by measuring 
the amplitudes of the pilot tones that are part of the transmitted signals (s). Because the characteristics of 
the transmitted pilot tones are fixed and known, the amplitudes of the received pilot tones can easily be 
used to determine the transmission matrix coefficients. 

4.5.1 Implementation 

Hardware 

For the first experiments the Handyscope HS3-25 by TiePie Engineering has been chosen to sample the 
PDIC outputs and convert these signals to digital data for processing by a computer. The Handyscopes 
are computer-controlled measuring instruments, connected through the USB port. They contain an analog
to-digital converter (ADC) for every input channel, together with circuitry for scaling the inputs. The 
measured values are processed by the computer, giving a very versatile measuring instrument (oscilloscope, 
digital multimeter, transient recorder, spectrum analyzer). 

The Handyscope HS3, specifically, contains two input channels with 16-bit ADCs, although the resolution 
actually available depends on the sampling frequency used, down to 8 bit at a sampling rate of 100 MS/s 
(for the Handyscopes that support it). The ADC inputs can be scaled to accept full-scale voltages of 200 
mV up to 80 V. It also contains an AWG (arbitrary waveform generator) that can be loaded with software
defined waveforms, outputting them with a sampling clock of up to 50 MHz. The AWG also contains 
a second generator that can output a number of predefined waveforms at a fixed number of waveforms 
per second, up to 2 MHz or optionally 10 MHz for hardware-modified versions. The maximum output 
amplitude for the AWG is 12 V. 

The main reasons for choosing the Handyscopes for measurement were: 
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• Readily available: the Control Systems chair had two spare Handyscopes, 

• low cost: even if they needed to be purchased, their cost would be significantly less than that of 
continuously sampling acquisition systems with similar specifications, 

• high speed: the models available had a maximum sampling speed of 25 MS/s, 

• each channel of the Handyscopes has a dedicated ADC, making them simultaneously sampling, 

• possibility of linking the triggering and sample-clock signals of multiple Handyscopes. 

The handyscopes also have some disadvantages, which may limit their use later on: 

• External: the Handyscopes are connected through a USB 2.0 connection, which has a maximum 
speed of only 480 Mb/s, theoretically limiting the sample rate to 7.5 MS/s. The continuous sampling 
rate will be even lower due to the USB overhead. 

• No dedicated continuous sampling mode available, in which two consecutive blocks of data are 
guaranteed to be spaced only one one sample length apart. Continuous sampling is implemented by 
polling the Handyscope for new data regularly, increasing USB overhead even more. The manufac
turer indicated that there will be software support for continuous sampling in future, but this feature 
did not become available within the course of the project. 

• Only two input channels available. This is not as much of a disadvantage as it seems, because the 
USB interface is severely limiting the samplerate, which would make the use of more channels on 
one connection very slow. 

In the course of the project the Handyscopes became unavailable, so two new Handyscopes were purchased. 
These were Handyscopes HS3-100 (same configuration but a maximum sampling speed of 100 MS/s at 8 
bit resolution), with a modified signal generator output to generate signals up to 10 MHz. 

Software 

The Handyscope comes with its own software that provides oscilloscope, FFT spectrum analyser, multi
meter and signal generator functionality for multiple Handyscopes simultaneously. The new version of this 
software, MCS (multichannel software, currently available for public testing) is modular, so the signals can 
first be processed using memories, summing elements, amplifiers, etc .. before being displayed on screen. 
Apart from output modules that display the signals on screen, the manufacturer has also supplied a module 
for use in this project that loads a user-supplied DLL and sends the data to that DLL for further processing. 

For the MGDM project a DLL has been written that takes FFT's of a number of signals as its inputs and then 
calculates the transmission matrix from the amounts of pilot tones that are available in the input signals. The 
transform from time-domain data to frequency-domain data is performed by a processing module within 
the MCS, which gives the discrete fourier transform Rx [f] of PDIC output signal x. It would be expected 
that the frequency-domain representation of this signal has a sharp peak at the frequency of the pilot tone 
and be zero everywhere else, but because only a finite block of data is transformed, the frequency-domain 
singal will look different. 

The time-domain data rx[n] is only available as blocks of samples. Such a block of samples can be rep
resented as rx[n] multiplied by a windowing function w[n] that is defined as 1 for all samples within the 
block and 0 for all samples that are not in the block. 

(4.2) 
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Figure 4.6: Rectangular window in time domain (left) and the amplitude response of a sine wave with the 
rectangular window applied in frequency domain (right) 

Figure 4.7: Hann window in time domain (left) and the amplitude response of a sine wave with the Hann 
window applied in frequency domain (right) 

A discrete fourier transform is now performed on this windowed time domain data (equation 4.2); the result 
of this fourier transform indicates that the effect in the frequency domain is a convolution of the fourier 
transform ofrx[n] with the fourier transform of the window [Verk95]. The effect of this convolution is that 
the frequency-domain representation of the received data will be smoothed. 

W ( jO) _ sin(N0/2) -jO(N-l)/2 
r e - e 

sin(() /2) 
(4.3) 

The windowing function that has been used here is referred to as the rectangular window; its spectrum (eq. 
4.3) looks like a sine-function (the absolute value of this response is visible in figure 4.6). What would 
be expected to be a delta pulse in the frequency domain (the fourier transform of a single sine wave), will 
actually look like the fourier transform of the window function, with a main lobe (very narrow in the figure) 
that contains the greatest part of the signal power and a number of sidelobes that 'leak' power. Increasing 
the number of samples within the block, N, will compress the sine-function in the frequency domain, 
making the main lobe narrower, but the magnitude of the side lobes will stay the same, so the same power 
will still leak away. 

There are a number of other window functions that don't start and end so abruptly in time-domain, which 
has the effect that, although the main lobe will become wider, the amplitudes of the sidelobes will be much 
lower so less power will leak away. The problem of the side lobe widening can be easily solved by increas
ing the number of samples within the block. The window function that was used for all measurements is 
the Hann window (sometimes erroneously called the Hanning window). It is given by eq. 4.4: a raised 
cosine in the time domain (see figure 4.7; note that the main lobe is clearly wider than with the rectangular 
window, but the sidelobe amplitude drops off much faster). 

1 ( 21rn ) 
Whann [n] = 2 1 - COS N _ 

1 
(4.4) 

When calculating the total power of the pilot tones, the width of the main lobe needs to be taken into 
account because it contains the largest part of the signal power; this calculation is performed with formula 
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4.5, where Pp is the power for pilot tone p, /p is the frequency of this pilot tone and r defines the radius 
of the frequency band (the width of the band divided by two). With the settings used (sampling rate of 
25 MS/s, sample block size of 2048 samples), an r of about 20-30kHz (2-3 frequency bins) usually was 
enough to contain all power from the main lobe. 

fv+r 

Pp = L Rx[/] 2 (4.5) 
J=fv-r 

To calculate the transmission matrix coefficients, the square root of the powers calculated this way is taken 
again. Please see appendix D for a more in-depth explanation of the software and a users' manual. 

4.6 Demultiplexing 

The transmission matrix from this model can be inverted to compensate for the effects of the channel, 
giving the following results for the estimated signals s( t) (disregarding noise): 

( ~m ) =il-l ( ~~m ) = il-
1
H ( :~~~~ ) =I ( :~m ) = ( :~~~~ ) (4.6) 

The initial idea was to perform this demultiplexing step in software, using the sampled data from the PDIC 
outputs both to determine the transmission matrix and as the source of the signals to be demultiplexed. 
However, equipment that was able to continuously sample data from the PDIC outputs, so the demulti
plexed signal quality could be judged in realtime, was prohibitively expensive. Because of this, it was 
decided to only estimate and invert the transmission matrix from sampled data in software and build a 
custom hardware component to perform the multiplication of the inverted transmission matrix with the 
received signals. 

As measured in the experiment in section 6.4 (numerical values in section A.5), the coefficents of the 
transmission matrix are as expected from the near field patterns from figure 3.4: the signal injected into 
the lower order modes is mostly visible in the lower order modes on the output, with a ratio of 1:0.121 
(amount in lower order modes:amount in higher order modes). The signal injected into the higher order 
modes is mostly visible in the higher order modes on the output, but much more power is leaking into the 
lower order modes output, with a ratio of0.465: 1; this is equivalent to an NFP shape somewhere between a 
disk and a ring. (The ratios here are taken from the inverted transmission matrix, but they are the same with 
the sine changed for the transmission matrix itself because the inverted matrix is a reordered and scaled 
version of the original matrix (equation 4. 7) with only the coefficients on the main diagonal exchanged, 
which are both 1 with these ratioes.) 

( 
a b ) -l 1 ( d -ab ) 
c d ad- be -c 

(4.7) 

These are mostly typical values for the signal separation, although the ratio of the signals received when a 
signal is injected into the higher order modes usually is closer to 0.8:1, indicating a more disk-shaped NFP. 

The multiplication circuit can be found in figure 4.8. On the left side are four multipliers (IC1 to IC4) that 
multiply the demultiplexer input signals (r1 and r 2 ) with the four coefficients of the inverted transmission 
matrix. The coefficients are set by hand with potentiometers R1 to R4; the circuit can also be expanded so 
the coefficient voltages can be set automatically by a computer. 

Because the signals are transmitted with a laser, all PDIC outputs will have positive signals and therefore 
matrix H will only have positive coefficients. This causes H-1 to have positive elements on its main diag
onal and negative elements on its minor diagonal. Because only one reference voltage (1 0 V) is available, 
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NOTE: All power lines are decoupled with 100nF capacitors between +15/-15V lines at the IC's 
and between +151-15 and GND at the adders 

MULTIPLIER: ((X1-X2)*(Y1-Y2))110 + Z2 

4.6. DEMULTIPLEXING 

ADDERS 

OUTPUT 1 

Figure 4.8: Schematic of the demultiplexer circuit (matrix multiplier) 
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two multipliers have been connected to multiply with a positive coefficient (IC 1 and IC4) and the other two 
have their X inputs reversed so they use a negative coefficient. If a source for the coefficients is used that 
can generate both positive and negative voltages (e.g. a digital to analog converter driven by a computer), 
all multipliers can be connected in the same way. 

The outputs of the multipliers are pairwise added together by the inverting summing amplifiers IC5 and 
IC6 (inverting the signs of the multipliers) and multiplied four times to compensate for the input and output 
termination resistors. 
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Chapter 5 

Channel characteristics 

5.1 Introduction 

Before the experimental transmission system was built, the general characteristics of the MGDM channel 
needed to be known to ensure that the channel model would be valid and the signals could be demultiplexed 
properly. These experiments will also give a rough idea of the behaviour that can be expected of the MGDM 
system. 

The characteristics that might be relevant to the processing algorithms are: 

• Accuracy of the ADC 

• Noise within the communication system 

• Distortion within the communication system 

• Long term stability of the parameters 

5.2 Component characteristics 

5.2.1 Handyscope accuracy 

Setup 

A common measure for the accuracy of analog to digital converters (ADCs) is the effective number of 
bits (ENOB), the number of bits in the output of the ADC that carry useable information. This way 
of expressing the accuracy of an ADC is very convenient, as it gives a direct comparison between the 
theoretical maximum resolution of the ADC (the number of output bits available) and the number of bits 
that are unusable because they do not contain any useful information. The ENOB of the analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) can be calculated from the SNR (signal to noise ratio) of the ADC system. 

The SNR was measured by connecting an accurate sine wave generator (Rohde and Schwartz SMT-02) to 
the input of a Handyscope HS-25 that was set to perform an FFT on the output data and save the time
domain data to disk. The output frequency of the sine wave generator was set to 2 MHz and the FFT 
bandwidth of the Handyscope was 12.5 MHz, which also included the distortion from the first five higher 
harmonics of the signal into the ENOB value. Upon first measurements, it turned out that the second 
harmonic was about 43 dB below the fundamental frequency of the signal, which, although well within the 
specifications of the sine wave generator, was still much too high to accurately measure the number of bits. 
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To attenuate this second harmonic (and higher harmonics), a lowpass filter was built (7th order Chebyshev 
with a threshold frequency of2.2 MHz, 0.1 dB ripple). This filter was inserted between the signal generator 
and the Handyscope. 

Offline, the time-domain data was converted to frequency-domain again (as a power spectrum) and the 
signal-to-noise-and-distortionratio (SINAD) was calculated by finding the highest (signal) peak and taking 
the sum of the 31 frequency bins around this peaks frequency (the peak itself and 15 bins on either side) as 
the signal power, taking the average noise power from all other frequency bins and then dividing the signal 
power by the average noise power. (This procedure is explained in [Spec04].) 

The ENOB ( n) is now related to the SINAD (in dB) by the following relation ([Webs99], pp. 511-513): 

SINADdB - 1. 76 
n= 

6.02 

As every 6.02 dB increase in SINAD halves the amount of noise and interference (with equal signal power), 
an extra bit of useful information can be extracted from the input signal for every 6.02 dB. The 1. 76 dB 
that is subtracted from the SINAD is a compensation for the quantisation error of the ADC, which defines 
the minimum error that occurs in the digital signals because of their limited accuracy. 

The measurement was repeated for all channels of the two handyscopes that were available. 

Conclusions 

In section A.3 the initial measurement results can be seen. The minimum ENOB value measured from 
all channels on both Handyscopes was 10.60 bit, the maximum value was 11.62 bit, so less than the two 
least significant bits contain noise for all channels. These results are quite good, so the decision to use the 
Handyscopes to process the incoming signals is maintained. This decision was important for the original 
plan in which all data would be processed within the computer; with the analog solution chosen later, this 
figure is not that important anymore, but still a worth wile characteristic to get an idea of the accuracy of 
the system. 

5.2.2 PDIC linearity 

Introduction 

It was strongly encouraged by Philips engineers to retest the characteristics mentioned in the PDIC datasheets, 
because the available datasheets were written for older PDIC models. The most important characteristics 
for the intended purpose are: 

• Maximum bandwidth: to determine the signals that can be received with this PDIC. 

• Maximum input power: to know what the maximum power of the light entering the MMF should be 
to make sure the channel stays linear and, more important, the PDIC is not damaged. 

• Sensitivity of the sensors: to assure that all sensors used have the same sensitivity so the output 
voltages are consistent across multiple sensors. 

The maximum input power and sensitivity of the sensors could be found through a measurement of the 
power response of the PDIC, the maximum bandwidth test results are given in section 5.2.4. 
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Measurement setup 

For these experiments a fibre end was mounted in front of the PDIC, with a lense in between to focus the 
light on a single photodiode. The PDIC could be moved around in 3 dimensions to set the spot radius and 
select the photodiode to be illuminated. 

PDIC number 1 (all PDICs used so far are numbered) was connected to the external amplifier system, the 
outputs of which were connected to an oscilloscope for readoutt. 

Results 

As the PDIC was not tested yet, a first experiment was needed to determine whether the PDIC and ampli
fiers were functional. In this experiment the 650 nm (red) laser input was set to 50 rnA (unmodulated), the 
spot was moved across all photodiodes in sequence and the output was measured. The oscilloscope input 
was terminated with a 50 n resistor for this experiment. Please note that in the different experiments in this 
chapter both 650 and 635 nm lasers were used; the 635 nm lasers were used in the final MGDM setup. 

After some modifications to the amplifiers all outputs gave satisfactory results, with a maximum output 
voltage of 1.15 V, except for photodiodes -2 (output CAN2, which had a slightly higher output level of 
1.19 V) and -1 (CANl, which gave an output signal just after turning on the amplifiers, but this output 
dropped to 0 within a few minutes). Engineers at Philips indicated that one of the channels is indeed 
configured differently in a number of external amplifier boxes, which could explain the difference in gain 
for photodiode -2. 

If the input power is too large, the output signal drops back to zero. This may be because of latch-up in 
the PDIC sensors, in which a parasitic transistor on the PDIC die suddenly starts conducting, in this case 
pulling the output signal to ground. This should not pose a problem for the final setup, as it happens outside 
the linear response of the photodiodes. It is possible that photodiode -1 has been damaged by these latch-up 
effects during testing of the amplifiers. 

In another experiment (with a different PDIC, number 2), the output was measured at varying input pow
ers to determine the maximum power the photodiodes can handle and their sensitivity inside the linear 
response. For this experiment, the laser was replaced with a 635 nm laser. This laser was set to a contin
uous wave (CW, optical equivalent of DC) with an output power of 2 m W and its output was led through 
a variable optical attenuator (VOA) to control the power sent to the PDIC. The output of the single mode 
fibre at the output of the VOA was projected directly onto the PDIC, no multimode fibre was used within 
this experiment. With the same lens setup projecting the light onto photodiode 0, the output voltage was 
measured for various output power values. First, the output power was measured by putting an optical 
power meter between the fibre end and the PDIC after which the light was temporarily blocked at the VOA 
to measure the background light (for compensation of the measured values). As the final step, the power 
meter was removed so the light was projected onto the PDIC and the output voltage of the PDIC was mea
sured. The oscilloscope input was not terminated for this experiment; this should not have any effects due 
to impedance mismatch because the testing signals are CW except for a doubling of the output voltages. 

The results of the sensitivity measurements are visible in figure 5.1 (See section A.l for the tables with 
measured values). As can be seen from the graph, the response is linear up to about27 JLW, corresponding to 
an output voltage of about 1.84 V. This makes the sensitivity of the detection system 67.1 V/mW inside the 
linear response range (or 33.5 V/mW if the amplifier outputs are properly terminated with 50 n resistors). 
A similar experiment with a 650 nm laser yielded a linear response up to 45 JLW with the same output (a 
sensitivity of 21.40 V /m W), indicating quite large differences in sensitivity for different wavelengths. 

850nm 

With the same procedure, the linearity of the PDIC has also been determined for 850 nm (infrared) light, an 
old standard wavelength for optical transmission. Because the maximum power output of the light source 
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Figure 5.1: PDIC Power response, 635 nm 

was too low, the maximum input power of the PDIC at this wavelength could not be determined. For this 
experiment PDIC number 1 was used. 

From the results in figure 5.2 (table with measured values in section A.l) a sensitivity of 12.9 V/mW can be 
derived (with the output terminated at 50 f!). The measured values are less accurate for this setup because 
of problems with properly positioning the optical power meter within the infrared light path. 

1300nm 

When the laser was exchanged for a 1310 nm model (one of the most common wavelengths for optical 
communication today, together with 1550 nm), an input power of about 400 J.LW resulted in an output 
voltage of less than 400 J.L V, which is virtually indistinguishable from the noise at that signal level; it was 
not expected that the response at 1550 nm would be any better as the PDIC was not designed for these 
wavelengths. This meant that standard optical communication equipment, which is designed for these 
wavelengths and readily available, could not be used within the MGDM setup. 

Conclusions 

Almost all channels ofPDIC number 1 appear to be working correctly, except for channels -2 and -1. The 
former has a slightly higher amplification than the rest while the latter is more problematic, with its output 
dropping to zero over time. It is not yet determined whether the origin of the behaviour of channel -1 lies 
in the detector-IC itself or in the external amplifier. 

The sensitivity of channel 0 has been found to be 33.5 V/mW for 635 nm light, with the response being 
linear up to an output voltage of approximately 0.92 V. This output voltage corresponds to an input power 
of27 J.LW, which should be the goal of the amount oflight falling on every photodiode for maximising the 
signal to noise ratio. 

For 850 nm light, the sensitivity is about 12.9 V/mW, but the maximum input power could not be deter
mined because of power limitations in the light source. The sensitivity of channel 0 for 1310 nm is too 
small to be of any use in this setup; there was no reason to assume that the other channels would have a 
useable response. 
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Figure 5.2: PDIC Power response, 850 nm 

Forward Current 

Figure 5.3: Sketch oflaser diode power output versus driving current (forward current) 

5.2.3 Laser linearity 

Setup 

As can be seen in figure 5.3, the output power of a laser diode is not linear with the current used to drive 
it (the forward current) for all currents; the region in which there is a linear relation between forward 
current and output power starts somewhere above the threshold current, the current at which the laser starts 
resonating and emitting coherent light. Because of this relation, a bias current should always be added to 
the signal that needs to be transmitted to make sure the output is linear with the input signal. However, 
because the photosensors also have a finite linearity region, the bias current should preferably be as small 
as possible because it doesn't transfer any information, but it does take up a portion of the power on the 
photosensors that is no longer available for transmitting useful data. 

To find out what the minimum allowable bias power would be for the lasers used, their distortion was 
tested for different bias currents. A 635 nm laser was connected to one of the laser drivers, its output 
was attenuated to not overload the PDIC photodiodes and its signal power was projected onto one of the 
PDIC segments (it was directly projected from the single-mode fibre, the MMF was not used in this setup). 
The laser was modulated with a 1 MHz sine wave with an optical amplitude of 2 mW. The output of the 
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Figure 5.4: THD versus laser bias power 

PDIC was connected to a Handyscope which was set to measure the total harmonic distortion (THD) of 
the received signal (with the old software, the new software (MCS) can not measure THD yet). All THD 
values measured within this experiment are averages of three measurements. 

The bias power of the laser was varied from 0.5 mW to 5 mW in 0.5 mW increments and from 5 mW to 
10 m W in 1 m W steps. The THD was measured for all bias powers to determine the amount of distortion 
within the channel; when there is a nonlinear relation between the input and output, signal power will be 
transferred from the fundamental frequency into the higher order modes, thus increasing THD. Judging 
from the laser test report, the linear range should start from about 2 m W upwards. 

Results 

The output amplitude of the PDIC sensor was measured to be 69 m V for a laser output signal amplitude of 
2 mW (attenuated to reduce the power falling on the PDIC sensor). With the maximum output power that 
was measured (10 mW bias+ 2 mW signal), this would give a maximum output voltage of 414 mV, still 
well within the linear range of the PDIC. 

First, a baseline measurement was performed by connecting the output of the signal generator directly to 
the Handyscope input, giving a THD of -51.2 dB. 

Figure 5.4 shows the THDs that were measured for various bias powers. The minimum THD measured 
was -41.7 dB at a bias power of 4 m W. Below 2 m W, the THD increases sharply, obviously because the 
signal amplitude is larger than the bias power, cutting off the minimum values of the signal. 

Above 4.5 mW, the THD also increased; in a previous experiment this happened because the power supply 
voltage was too low; the test report from the laser indicates that it should be linear in this range and the 
power was chosen to keep the PDIC in its linear response. It is suspected that the laser driver has problems 
driving the laser with this output power. 

Conclusions 

Contrary to what would be expected from the output power vs. input current of the laser, it does appear to 
be quite linear for modulation down to almost 0 m W output power. To insure linear operation, though, a 
minimum of 1 m W of output power should always be taken into account and the power supply voltage of 
the laser should be at least ±12 V. Preferably, the output power (including modulation) should be above 2 
mW (a bias of 4 to 4.5 mW in this experiment) and below 6.5 mW to insure optimum linearity. 
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Figure 5.5: Transfer functions of the laser and PDIC system. a) with the 75 MHz lowpass filter after the 
PDIC amplifiers (frequency axis: 0-100 MHz), b) measured before the filter (frequency axis: 0-200 MHz). 
Vertical scale is 10 dB/dec. The peak at the far left of the diagrams is a DC marker, generated within the 
spectrum analyser. 

5.2.4 PDIC bandwidth 

Setup 

For testing the bandwidth of the PDIC, a pigtailed 650 nm laser diode was connected to a DC bias source 
(through a bias tee, which combines a DC bias with a higher-frequency input signal into a signal driving 
the laser; in this case the laser driver circuits are not used). A spectrum analyser was then used to determine 
the amplitude of the transfer function of the full system consisting of the laser and PDIC segment 0, which 
directly received the laser output power. 

The signal output of the spectrum analyser (used for measuring the transfer function) was connected to the 
laser signal input and the output of the PDIC was connected to the spectrum analyser input. 

It is assumed that the laser and the bias tee themselves can be modulated up to the bandwidths measured; 
as they are normally used for communication systems this is not expected to be a problem. 

Results 

In figure 5.5 are the graphs of the transfer function of the system can be seen, with figure 5.5a containing 
the response of the PDIC as it is normally used (with the lowpass filters on the output). This figure clearly 
shows that the response is reasonably flat up to about 50 MHz, after which it decreases sharply. This is not 
the response that was expected from the PDIC documentation, but still sufficient for the experiments that 
were planned. 

Figure 5.5b contains the response of the same system, measured before the output filter in the PDIC am
plifier box. The bandwidth for this setup is reasonably flat up to 100 MHz now, larger than the filtered 
version, as expected. The signal dips at lower frequencies are probably caused because the output filter 
was still connected, thereby mismatching the output impedance somewhat. 

Conclusions 

Although the PDIC amplifier filters do not have a bandwidth of 75 MHz, as stated in the documentation, 
the bandwidth is still sufficiently high (about 50 MHz) for the experiments that need to be carried out. 
Without the output filters, the bandwidth is approximately 100 MHz. 
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5.2.5 Delay differences 

Setup 

The model used for the channel assumes that the time delay for signals received at the lower order modes 
is the same as the delay for signals at the higher order modes. If this assumption is correct, the coefficients 
of the transmission matrix will be real-valued and no time delays are necessary to demultiplex the signals 
again. 

To test this assumption, a 635 nm laser was modulated with a 10 MHz square wave (bias 2 m W, amplitude 
1 mW) and this signal was injected into the lower order modes of a GI-MMF (93 J.Lm core diameter, 50 m). 
The PDIC outputs for the lower and higher order modes were displayed simultaneously on an oscilloscope 
and the difference in delay between the two signals was measured. The measurement was repeated with 
the same signal injected into the higher order modes of the fibre. 

Results 

At 10 MHz, the square signal shape was no longer visible, which made it impossible to accurately deter
mine the delays between the two received versions of the signals; the minimum delay difference that could 
be distinguished on the oscilloscope was approximately 3 ns and the visible delay on both injected signals 
was less than this. 

The cause for the waveshape (almost sinusoidal) was probably a bandwidth limitation in the laser driver; 
the amplifiers used in the driver had a measured bandwidth of only slightly more than 10 MHz. 

Conclusions 

The delay difference between the same signal received at the lower order modes was lower than 3 ns, due 
to resolution problems with the oscilloscope. 

5.3 Dynamic characteristics 

5.3.1 Laser temperature 

Setup 

As semiconductor laser gains are highly temperature dependent, this could have an enormous impact on 
the signal. To test the temperature-dependence of the laser, the testing system described in section 5.2.4 is 
used, with the laser being modulated by a 1 MHz square wave signal. 

The output voltage of the PDIC is monitored and measured with intervals between 15 and 30 minutes. The 
laser is started cold, and to increase the temperature difference effect, the room was allowed to cool to 
about 15 oc by opening the windows before starting the experiment. After the laser was turned on, the 
windows were closed so the room temperature could increase to about 21 °C during the experiment. 

Results 

During the entire period of the experiment (90 minutes), the PDIC output voltage stayed between 152 mV 
and 162 m V. The changes were very slow, which should be quite easy to compensate in software. The full 
table of results is available in section A.2. 
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Figure 5.6: Short-term coefficient fluctuations (time scale is 10 s) 

The laser appears to be temperature-dependent, but the changes are very slow and not very large; which 
should not impose problems for the detection algorithms. 

5.3.2 Short-term transmission matrix fluctuations 

Setup 

For this experiment, the lasers were both biased at 6 mW and two sine waves were transmitted with an 
amplitude of 4 m W around this bias point. A 1 MHz signal was injected into the higher order modes 
(transmitter 2), the lower order modes were excited with a 1.5 MHz sine wave (transmitter 1 ). 

At the PDIC, sensor 1 received the power coming from the lower order modes of the NFP and sensor 2 
received the power from the higher order modes. Within the measurement software, the outputs of the 
PDIC were sampled at 25 MS/s with 2048 samples per block; triggering was setup to ensure sampling of 
as many data blocks per second as possible. This data was then converted to frequency domain, windowed 
with a Hann window to ensure sharp peaks for the pilot tones and sent to the MGDM DLL for measuring 
the pilot tone amplitudes and generating the transmission matrix from them. The matrix was then logged 
to a file, whose contents were plotted offline. 

Results 

Figure 5.6 contains a plot of the coefficient values over a period of 10 seconds. As can be seen from the 
top two graphs (H21 and H 11 ), the signals are not separated very well, but this is not problematic as only 
the variation of the coefficients is important for this experiment. Please note that H11 and H12 in the 
graph indicate the amounts of power coming from the laser exciting the higher order modes and H21 and 
H22 indicate the power coming from the laser exciting the lower order modes. This is a signal connection 
inconsistency and has no effect on the values of the outputs, only on the order of the columns within the 
transmission matrix. 

As the graph indicates, the fluctuations in this scale are not severe and can easily be categorised as measure
ment noise, especially since it has been noticed that the FFT algorithm of the Handyscope measurement 
software (which is used to preprocess the data before it is sent to the MGDM DLL) does not always give a 
stable output. It is still possible that there are fluctuations faster than this scale, but unfortunately equipment 
to measure these fluctuations was not available. 
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Conclusions 

The short-term fluctuations (in the order of tenths of a second) of the transmission matrix coefficients are 
not severe and can easily be seen as measurement noise, possibly caused by some implementation issues 
with the FFT algorithm within the Handyscope driver software. 

5.3.3 Long-term transmission matrix fluctuations 

To determine whether the channel is also stable during longer time intervals, the fluctuations of the trans
mission matrix have been measured during longer periods, together with a number of experiments to de
termine the effect of a number of external influences. 

Setup 

For these experiments, the transmission system was fully connected, both lasers were biased at 6 mW with 
one laser exciting the lower order modes and the other one injecting light at 30 f.-LID from the fibre axis. 
The fibre used was 2 km of 148 f.-LID core diameter GI-MMF. At the receiver the NFP was projected onto 
three sensors, of which two were used: sensor 0 was aligned along the fibre axis and sensor I measured the 
light emanating from the higher order modes. The outputs of the PDIC amplifiers were connected to the 
inputs of a Handyscope that sent its output to the MGDM DLL to measure and log the transmission matrix. 
To provide the pilot tones for measuring the transmission matrix, one laser was driven with with a I MHz 
sinewave pilot tone and the other laser with a I.5 MHz pilot tone. 

The software setup for the measurement was the same as the one used for the short-term measurements 
(section 5.3.2). The block size used was 131072 samples to improve the accuracy and only one block every 
10 seconds was sampled. The signal powers were not accurately balanced with the VOAs to get optimum 
signal separation, because only the fluctuations of the coefficients were of interest. 

Temperature dependence 

In figure 5.7, the fluctuations of the transmission matrix coefficients can be seen, together with the tem
perature during the entire experiment. At the start of the experiment, where the temperature is relatively 
low (2I 0 C), the HI2 coefficient is higher than during the rest of the experiment, while the Hli coefficient 
is slightly lower; this does indicate some temperature dependence, although the effect is not dramatic. As 
the other two coefficients do not change significantly during the first few hours of the experiment, this 
effect does not appear to be because of temperature-related laser power fluctuations. This effect is possibly 
caused by changes in the speckle pattern in the lower order modes of the fibre (as the largest fluctuations 
only occur in HII and H12), but attempts to test this were not conclusive. Another possible cause of these 
fluctuations is distortion of the pilot tones that causes signal power to move to higher harmonics, that are 
not used in the calculation of the transmission matrix. More information on this effect can be found in 
chapter 7. 

Overall, it can be seen that the output coefficients can fluctuate relatively much, especially those injected 
into the lower order modes; These fluctuations, however, are not very fast, but they can cause significant 
fluctuations in the signal separation and therefore in the quality of the demultiplexed signals. 

Single-channel versus multi-channel transmission 

Two experiments were performed to determine whether the matrix coefficients (and thus the channels) 
would be independent from each other (which would be expected within the assumed MGDM channel 
model). For the first experiment, two pilot tones were injected into the fibre and the FFT transforms of the 
outputs were inspected for any frequency components with frequencies equal to the frequency difference 
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H12 

Figure 5.7: Temperature dependence ofthe transmission matrix (time scale is 12.75 hours) 

between the pilot tone frequencies, which would indicate nonlinear interactions between the channels. The 
results of this experiment are available in section A.4 (originally published in [Tsek05]). The FFT plots 
in this section indicate that there are no significant nonlinear interactions between the channels; the FFT 
of the system in which both pilot tones are sent does not contain any power at 500 kHz, the frequency 
difference between the injected signals. 

Any changes in the stability of the transmission matrix coefficients were verified by taking three long-term 
measurements: one with both channels modulated and two with only the lower or higher order channels 
modulated. The channels that were not modulated were completely interrupted at the VOA's, to determine 
any stability differences depending on the total power falling onto the PDIC. For this experiment, one 
measurement was taken every second. 

The bias used in this experiment was 2 mW with a 1 mW signal amplitude, through 50 m ofGI-MMF (core 
diameter 93 JLm). 

The results of this measurement are visible in figure 5.8. The left graph indicates the coefficients measured 
when only the lower order modes were excited, the right graph contains only the higher order modes and 
the middle graph is the result when both channels were in use. 

The graphs do not show any dependence of the coefficients on the number of channels (total power) injected 
into the fibre; the only visible changes appear to be temperature related; the temperature in the room was 
unstable during the experiment and all coefficients exhibit the same variations. 

(5.1) 

The temperature of the laser influences the threshold current of the laser according to equation 5.1 [KeisOO]; 
from the datasheet of the lasers used, the value for Iz can be calculated as 0.31 rnA and T0 is 59 K. This 
makes the derivative of Ith about 0. 79 mAJOC at 25 oc. This change in threshold current changes the output 
power; the amount of change in the output power can be calculated from the slope efficiency (the slope of 
the linear region of the laser). With a slope efficiency of0.6 mW/mA at 25 °C, this gives a change in power 
of0.48 mW/°C, which is very high at a power output of2 mW. Although the temperature changes are not 
fast, this does indicate that a stable temperature is important for the lasers used. Please note that this result 
does not correspond to the observations from section 5.3.1; in that experiment a different laser was used, 
for which Iz and To were not known. 
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Figure 5.8: Single channel versus multi-channel transmission effects on the transmission matrix (time scale 
is 30 minutes for each graph) 
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It was noted during the setup for this experiment that when the total power exceeded the linear range of the 
PDIC, the coefficients of one of the input channels would sharply decrease. This effect should be watched 
out for, but should not occur when the system is set up properly. The measured coefficients for the signal 
injected into the lower order modes were not fluctuating as much as in the previous temperature-dependence 
experiment, but that experiment was performed over a longer period. 

Conclusions 

The mixing between the channels appears to be linear, with no significant effect of the number of excited 
groups of modes on the coefficients within the transmission matrix. Within the experiment measuring the 
temperature dependence of the coefficients, somewhat temperature dependent irregularities were observed 
for the signal injected into the lower order modes. These irregularities might be related to the speckle 
patterns observed in the NFP of this group of modes, but this has not been properly tested yet. 
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Chapter 6 

Demultiplexing 

6.1 Introduction 

The model for the MGDM communication system was introduced in chapter 4: 

(6.1) 

The signals at the input, s(t), are multiplied with real-valued weights, corresponding to the attenuation and 
mixing between the signals within the fibre. These multiplied signals, together with a noise vector n(t), 
make up the signals available at the outputs of the PDIC, r(t). 

In this chapter, a number of consequences of this model will be examined, most notably its suceptibility to 
differences in delay between the input signals and the effect of the demultiplexer on the noise in the signals. 

6.2 Phase differences 

The time difference between the arrival of a pulse from the fastest (lowest order) and slowest mode in a 
dispersion optimised graded index fibre is given by equation 6.2 [Gowa93], where l is the length of the 
fibre, c the speed of light in vacuum, nco the refractive index of the core and D. is the index difference, 
given by equation 6.3 (where nc1 is the refractive index of the cladding): 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

Fora 2 km silica GI-MMFwith n0 = 1.47 and D.= 0.0135, this would result in a maximum delay between 
the slowest and fastest modes of 0.22 ns, consistent with the resolution that limited the measurement in 
section 5.2.5. 

If two sine wave signals with canceled out in the demultiplexer without compensating for these delays, a 
residual amount of signal would always remain visible at the output. Assume that a 10 MHz signal (about 
the maximum frequency for the laser drivers used) is being transmitted and received on two sensors with 
this time difference and the same amplitude. The demultiplexer attempts to cancel out the signals with each 
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other, giving a residual signal d, which should be zero. If only one wavelength is considered (tis 0 to 27r), 
dbecomes: 

d . ( ) . ( 0.22 ) = Sill t - Sill t - -- · 27r 
100 

(6.4) 

with ~·gg being the ratio of the delay between the signals to the wavelength period (l 00 ns for a 10 MHz 
signal). This equation can be simplified to: 

( 0.22 ) (0.22 ) 2 0.22 ) d = 2 cos t-
100 

1r sin 
100 

1r = 1.38 · w- cos(t-
100 

1r (6.5) 

which gives a residual signal with an amplitude of 1.38 · w-2 or a maximum attainable attenuation of 3 7.2 
dB. This is enough for the current demonstration setup, but if a higher separation is needed, some form of 
delay compensation should be integrated into the demultiplexer. 

6.3 Noise behaviour 

If the received signals are multiplied with the inverted transmission matrix again for demultiplexing, the 
result will be the estimated versions of the originally transmitted signals (because the transmission matrix 
used for the inversion is an estimate) plus the noise vector multiplied with the inverted transmission matrix. 

(6.6) 

As the inverse of a matrix is a reordered version of this matrix, divided by its determinant ( eq. 6. 7), small 
values for the coefficients of the matrix will yield a very small determinant, thus giving a large inverted 
matrix. 

( 
a b ) -l 1 ( d -ab ) 
c d -ad- be -c 

(6.7) 

When this happens for the transmission matrix (if the fibre is too long or transmitter power is too low), 
the noise level at the output of the PDIC will be mostly determined by the optical and electrical noise 
generated at the sensors: thermal noise from all resistive components, llfnoise from the active components, 
shot noise because light does not fall on to the sensor continuously but in discrete amounts of energy 
(photons). Because of this noise, the SNR of the PDIC outputs will be low and more noise will be added 
by the demultiplexer. Care must be taken to keep the signal level high enough for sufficient SNR after the 
demultiplexer. 

6.4 Demultiplexing test 

Setup 

Because there is no coupling between the computer and the demultiplexer yet, the demultiplexer coeffi
cients could not be controlled by the MGDM DLL. Because of this, it was not possible to directly see 
whether the output values of the DLL would correctly demultiplex the PDIC outputs. To test the proper 
operation of the DLL, the demultiplexer was setup to correctly demultiplex two pilot tone signals. This 
was done visually by connecting the demultiplexer to the PDIC outputs and displaying the demultiplexer 
outputs on an oscilloscope and then adjusting the demultiplexer coefficients until the interfering signals on 
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the oscilloscope were canceled out. Simultaneously, the PDIC outputs were connected to a Handyscope 
whose output was processed with the MGDM DLL. Just after the optimum values for the demultiplexer 
were determined, the Handyscope was paused so the inverted transmission matrix could be read from the 
MGDMDLL. 

The demultiplexer was then connected to a reference signal (sine wave, amplitude 875 m V, generated by 
one of the Handyscopes) with one of its inputs and the signal amplitudes on both of its outputs were 
measured; this was repeated with the reference signal connected to the other input. The matrix of output 
voltages should then be the same as the matrix calculated by the DLL, scaled with a constant value. 

Another method of determining the optimality would have been taking the inverted transmission matrix 
from the MGDM DLL and setting it by hand on the demultiplexer, but this procedure would have taken at 
least 5 minutes, during which the characteristics of the channel could have changed too much to yield any 
useable results. 

Conclusions 

The measurement results can be found in the table in section A.5. As can be seen from the normalised 
measured values, the ratio of the input signals is about 1:-0.47 to demultiplex the first output and and 
-0.12:1 to demultiplex the second output. As the values are almost identical for both the coefficients 
measured from the demultiplexer and those calculated by the DLL, the calculation method used in the DLL 
appears to be correct. 

6.5 Signal separation 

Setup 

To verify the performance of the demultiplexer, an MGDM system was setup with 50 m of 93 JLm core 
diameter GI-MMF. Two pilot tones were injected into the system: a 1 MHz signal into the lower order 
modes and a 1.5 MHz signal into the higher order modes. 

According to the equations in section 6.2, the maximum delay difference within this fibre would be about 
5.5 ps, giving a theoretically attainable attenuation of 20 log ( 2 · sin ( 6_ ~--~05 1r)) = -86 dB for the 1.5 MHz 
pilot tone (with a period of 6. 7 · 105 ps) and even more for the 1 MHz pilot tone because of its longer 
period. 

The signals at the PDIC outputs were measured and converted to frequency domain, after which the PDIC 
outputs were connected to the demultiplexer, the demultiplexer was set to recover the originally transmitted 
signals and the demultiplexer outputs were measured and converted to frequency domain too. 

Results 

Figure 6.1 contains the frequency-domain plots of the signals as they were measured of the PDIC outputs 
(left two images) and the demultiplexed signals (right two images). The numerical values of the peaks can 
be found in section A. 7. 

From this data the separation between the two pilot tones can be calculated: for the center sensor, the two 
signals are only separated 3.7 dB while they are separated 8.1 dB for the edge sensor, which does not 
result in useable signals. After the demultiplexer however, both signals are separated about 40 dB from the 
interfering signals, which is enough for proper analog transmission. The theoretical attenuation of 86 dB 
can most probably not be reached because of delay differences in the electrical part of the receiver circuit 
and not because of optical delay differences. 

The signal amplitudes on the output of the demultiplexer are higher than those on the PDIC outputs; this is 
because the PDIC outputs were measured with termination resistors and the demultiplexer outputs without 
termination, which accounts for the 6 dB difference between the amplitudes. 
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Figure 6.1: Signal separation before and after demultiplexing 

Conclusions 

When a 1 and 1.5 MHz signal are transmitted through 50 m of fibre, the desired signals at the output of the 
demultiplexer can be separated from the unwanted signals by about 40 dB. The theoretical limit of 86 dB 
for this system was not reached, probably because of delay differences in the electrical part of the receiver. 
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Chapter 7 

Demonstrator 

7.1 Introduction 

For demonstrating the feasibility and the workings of MGDM to people without a background in the 
project, the laser drivers from the experimental setup were connected to two analog input signals. Analog 
signals were chosen to demonstrate the transparency of the system to all signals. The two signals that were 
transmitted through the fibre this way (a video and an audio signal) were demultiplexed, amplified back to 
their original amplitudes and then either displayed on a monitor again for the video signal or output to a set 
of computer loudspeakers for the audio signal. 

7.2 Setup 

The basic setup is the same as the setup described in chapter 4. The laser exciting the lower order modes 
was driven with a composite video signal. The composite signal contains all image information: it first 
starts with a 0 V/-40 IRE synchronisation pulse to indicate the start of a line on screen, followed by a 
short color reference burst. The active video area describes the visible data for this screen line: the average 
value of this signal is the intensity (black at 7.5 IRE, white at 100 IRE), which is superimposed with a 
sinewave of the same frequency as the color burst signal. The color of the signal is defined by the phase 
difference between the color burst and the sine wave in the active video signal. The bandwidth of this 
signal is approximately 6 MHz. The higher order modes were excited with an analog audio signal with a 
bandwidth of approximately 50 kHz. 

Because the demultiplexer is not connected to the computer yet, it could not be automatically estimated 
and updated, so the pilot tones were not transmitted simultaneously with the signals. Instead, the matrix 
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Figure 7.1: Analog composite video signal ( 140 IRE = 1 V) 
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Figure 7.2: Video and audio amplifiers 

coefficients in the demultiplexer were manipulated by hand to give maximum power output and minimum 
interference for each channel, which is equivalent to multiplying with the inverted transmission matrix (see 
section 6.4). This was done by maximising the coefficient for the demultiplexer input where the signal was 
mainly located and then subtracting enough of the other input to cancel out the interference. 

After the demultiplexer, the output signals were amplified back to a level that is useable for the video 
monitor and speakers; this was done with two basic amplifiers, see figure 7.2. On the bottom of this figure 
is an inverting operational amplifier for the audio signals, whose amplification factor can be set with R3. 
The top part of the figure contains the video amplifier, which consists of two cascaded inverting amplifiers 
for a high amplification factor. The setup with two inverting amplifiers also yields a non-inverting output, 
because a composite video signal needs to have proper polarity to be decoded, contrary to an analog audio 
signal. The first amplifier, built around IC1, has a fixed amplification of -10 times (set by R1 and R4), 
while the second one (IC2) has a variable amplification, set by R2. 

Because a lot of noise is added to the signal by the multipliers in the demultiplexer, degrading the quality 
of the outputs, an improvement in signal quality might be reached by moving the demultiplexer before the 
laser inputs, effectively precompensating the inputs. As the channel performs a linear matrix multiplication, 
the order of the channel and demultiplexer should not matter. This setup has also been tested. 

7.3 Results 

Before the demonstrator is setup with real signals, it is first tested with only two pilot tones to confirm that 
both the transmitter and receiver are aligned and focused properly to get maximum signal to noise ratio 
and signal separation before demultiplexing. The pilot tones are sent with an amplitude of 1 m W, biased 
at 2 m W. After the system is setup correctly, the pilot tones are removed and the video and audio signal 
are connected to the lasers, with their output amplitudes adjusted at the laser drivers to match the pilot 
tone amplitudes. Because the composite video signal does not have any negative components, care must be 
taken to make sure that the maximum voltage swing of the output signal is only one half of the pilot tone 
amplitude. 

The demonstration was first setup with 2 km of 140 J.Lm GI-MMF. After properly setting the multiplication 
factors of the demultiplexer, both video and audio could be decoded properly, albeit with a large amount 
of noise (see figure 7.3a). In determining the cause for this noise, the fibre was replaced by a much shorter 
length (10m) of identical fibre. Because the attenuation of glass is quite high at the wavelength used (about 
8 dB/km for 650 nm light), the amount of power falling onto the detectors would be significantly increased 
by only using a short fibre. In practice, this shorter fibre allowed the PDIC sensors to be used across their 
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a b 

Figure 7.3: Video signals (details) after 2 km (a) and 10m (b) of fibre 

full dynamic range, dramatically increasing output quality to about the quality of VHS videotape (figure 
7.3b). 

In another attempt to increase signal quality, the demultiplexer was put between the signal sources and the 
laser drivers, which effectively applied the demultiplexing matrix before the mixing within the channel. 
Within the channel model, this operation is valid because the channel and demultiplexer only perform 
linear operations (matrix multiplication). This setup was expected to increase signal quality because the 
demultiplexer added a significant amount of noise to the signal, which is not as noticeable with the high 
signal levels available at the transmitters. (If the demultiplexer is removed and only one signal is transmitted 
to remove the influence of signal mixing, the output signal contains significantly less noise.) Unfortunately, 
no visible or audible improvement of quality could be detected. It is possible that the noise was introduced 
in the multiplication coefficients and not in the multipliers themselves, which would give these results, but 
unfortunately there has been no opportunity yet to test this hypothesis. 

At all fibre lengths, signal distortions were encountered that were not found in the experiments testing 
for these distortions. These distortions almost entirely occured in the signal injected into the lower order 
modes and appear to be a combination of time-dependent distortions (when viewing a video image they 
only occur after a jump in intensity) and power-dependent distortions (when transmitting a sine wave, the 
waveform is attenuated more for some power levels than for others). 

The cause and behaviour of these distortions are not known yet, but it is possible that there is some relation 
between the laser power levels and the speckle patterns in the NFPs, which also mostly occur at the lower 
order modes. A possible explanation is that the speckles are interference patterns between different modes 
that are dependent on the wavelength of the light or their polarisation. Both the wavelength and polarisation 
of the laser outputs are related to the output power, so an increase in output power could change the speckle 
pattern enough to move a number of speckles off one of the sensors, thus reducing the total amount of 
received power. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Conclusions 

8.1.1 Processing system 

In close collaboration with the electro-optical communications group, a Mode Group Diversity Multiplex
ing setup has been designed and built that can be used to perform experiments on MGDM and demonstrate 
its feasibility. 

A number of important characteristics of the components of the setup have been tested, most notably the 
characteristics of the lasers and the detectors: 

• the Handyscopes used for measuring the characteristics of the channel have an effective resolution 
of more than 10 bits; 

• the PDIC is linear up to 27 p,W for 635 nm (red) light, with a sensitivity of approximately 33.5 
V/mW, for 850 nm (infrared) light the sensitivity is approximately 12.9 V/mW but the linear range 
could not be measured. For common infrared telecommunication wavelengths (1310 nm has been 
measured), the PDIC did not provide any useful response; 

• the bandwidth of the PDIC is about 50 MHz when filtered with the built-in lowpass filter and 100 
MHz when not filtered; 

• the lasers are most linear when their output powers vary between 2 and 6.5 m W. 

Within the processing system, the received signals are measured by a computer, which then calculates 
the amounts of each input signal that arrive on each of the outputs by measuring the amplitudes of the 
pilot tones transmitted together with the input signals. These values are combined into a transmission 
matrix that defines the signal mixing within the MGDM channel. This transmission matrix is then inverted 
and displayed on screen so the inverted matrix can be set on the demultiplexer to recover the originally 
transmitted signals. 

Although the first implementation of the signal demultiplexing was planned to be done in software, this 
proved to be impossible within reasonable cost, so a 2x2 analog demultiplexer was designed. This multi
plexer performs a multiplication with a (real-valued) matrix to reverse the signal mixing effects within the 
fibre. 

Apart from this direct inversion of the transmission matrix within the communication system, a litera
ture research has also been performed to find similar algorithms from the field of radio communication. 
Unfortunately it has not been possible to perform a complete comparison of these methods and the demul
tiplexing method used at this moment, so it is still unknown whether the multiplication with the inverted 
transmission matrix is optimum. 
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8.1.2 Channel characterisation 

Due to limited resolution of the oscilloscope display, it was not possible to accurately measure the delay 
difference between the output signals at the lower and higher order modes. Although this difference was 
lower than 2 ns, it was not possible to determine whether it was as low as would be expected from the 
modal dispersion alone. 

Fluctuations of the laser temperature did influence the power output of the lasers, but these changes were 
very slow and not dramatic, so they could easily be compensated in software. 

The coefficients of the transmission matrix did have some variation on a short timescale (less than one 
second), but these changes can be attributed to the FFT algorithm of the measurement software; even for 
a signal with constant amplitude the measured amplitude after the FFT fluctuated. Very fast fluctuations 
were not measured because of limited measurement speed of the acquisition devices. 

During longer intervals, the coefficients of the transmission matrix varied much more; a possible explana
tion for these fluctuations is changing of the speckle patterns in the pattern from the signal injected into 
the lower order modes, causing 'speckles' of optical power to move to and from different sensors at the 
receiver. Another possibility is a time-dependent nonlinearity within the system that would cause power 
jumping from the fundamental frequency of the pilot tones to higher harmonics, possibly related to the 
speckle patterns. 

8.1.3 Demonstrator implementation 

To demonstrate the transparency of MGDM, it was decided to not transmit two digital signals, but two 
analog signals instead. For this demonstration, a composite video signal and an analog audio signal were 
chosen with bandwidths of 6 MHz and 50 kHz respectively. These signals were transmitted without pilot 
tones and the demultiplexer was setup to maximise the desired-signal-to-interference ratio of each of the 
output signals. 

The quality of the output video and audio signals was very dependent on the length of the fibre used because 
glass fibres have a relatively high attenuation for red light, which is what was used in this setup. For 10m 
of fibre, the video and audio quality were quite good (about VHS quality), but the amounts of noise badly 
degraded image and sound quality when the signals were transmitted through 2 km of fibre, although the 
signals could still be properly separated. 

Another phenomenon that occured within the setup was a nonlinearity within the signals injected into the 
lower-order modes, changing in time and with movement of the fibres. This nonlinearity was not seen in 
previous linearity experiments and is still unexplained at the moment, although there is a hypothesis that 
the laser power output causes the speckle patterns to change, thereby nonlinearly changing the amount 
of power falling on any single PDIC sensor. This explanation is consistent with the fact that the speckle 
patterns mostly occur with the signal injected into the lower order modes. 

8.2 Recommendations 

Because the research into MGDM is still only in its first stages, there are many possiblities for further 
experiments and improvements to the system. This section contains a number of recommendations for 
further research, split out over a number of subjects. 

8.2.1 Optical 

Within the current setup, the transmitter and receiver are quite large, which can cause inconsistencies in 
the measurements due to pressure being applied to the setups or vibrations. It is very advisable to make the 
mechanical setups more compact to reduce this problem. 
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The speckle patterns on the outputs of the signal that was injected into the lower order modes appears to be 
able to severely influence the amount of power detected for this signal, therefore the causes for this speckle 
pattern should be examined and, if possible, removed. 

The near field pattern is projected onto the PDIC very inefficiently at this moment, because the PDIC only 
contains a single line of sensors, so the sensors receiving the higher order modes pattern receive much 
less power than those receiving the lower order modes pattern. Important improvements can be made by 
designing a custom sensor that has ring-shaped photodiodes or using another projection method that can 
project a ring of light onto a single point. 

8.2.2 Electrical 

At the moment only a very straightforward algorithm is used for demultiplexing the received signals. When 
other algorithms will be examined and compared, especially if they are different types of adaptive algo
rithms, the computer should be able to directly drive the demultiplexer. As the multipliers within the 
demultiplexer directly accept a voltage, a number of digital-to-analog converters should be sufficient; there 
is still room left on the demultiplexer board to implement this. 

The demultiplexer as it is designed at this moment is very noisy, with most noise coming from the mul
tipliers. For proper demultiplexing it should be determined what the cause for this noise is (possibly the 
coefficients that are multiplied with the received signals or the circuit board layout) and it should be re
moved as much as possible. 

For testing with higher-bandwidth signals, the electrical components need to be replaced by higher-bandwidth 
parts, possibly also needing changes in the circuit layouts. The current bandwidth of the system is limited 
to about 6 MHz by various components, mostly the amplifiers used in the laser drivers. The multipliers 
in the demultiplexer are guaranteed to work up to 10 MHz. 250 MHz multipliers are also available, al
though the demultiplexer circuit needs to be changed to use these high-bandwidth multipliers because of 
their different input voltages. The PDIC has a bandwidth of about 50 to 100 MHz, depending on whether 
the output filters are connected. 

When the bandwidth of the system is increased, it will become necessary to incorporate some delay com
pensation in the demultiplexer to compensate for the time delays caused by the channel. When only a 
single signal is injected into the fibre, the propagation speed differences between different groups cause the 
signal to arrive at the output sensors with different delays. When these signals are subtracted from each 
other in the demultiplexer (without delay compensation), they will generate a residual signal because of 
their delay difference, making it impossible to completely cancel out this signal. 

8.2.3 Signal processing 

Although the model that is currently being used only needs an inversion of the transmission matrix to 
demultiplex the signals, it is not yet known whether this method is optimal, especially with noise present. 
Some literature research has already been done into similar algorithms used in radio communications, but 
this is a very wide field where many more algorithms should be available. 

Furthermore, the usefulness of the algorithms used in radio communications could not be verified with the 
current channel model and the transmission matrix inversion algorithm could not be compared to these 
algorithms; this also needs to be determined. 

Some ideas for fully-analog adaptive demultiplexing systems based on feedback have also been proposed; 
but there has been no analysis or implementation of these systems yet, therefore they have not been men
tioned in this report, but it will be useful to research them further. 
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8.2.4 Experiments 

The speckle patterns from the signals injected into the lower order modes can be related to the time
domain distortion, because they are possibly related to the output wavelength of the lasers or their output 
polarisation. Both the wavelength of the lasers and their polarisation depend on their output power, so they 
might influence the speckle patterns and therefore the power measured at the output. This relation should 
be researched. 

Because most systems nowadays are digital, it will be very useful to verify the performance of MGDM 
with these signals. MGDM could also have an effect on the bit error rates of digital signals, which will 
give a clear measure of the advantages ofMGDM. 
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Appendix A 

Measurement results 

A.l Sensitivity 

In these tables, Pout is the measured fibre output power, Pamb is the ambient light power, measured just 
after the fibre output power and Ppv1c is the amount of power falling onto the PDIC, PpvJC =Pout

Pamb· VPDIC is the PDIC output voltage generated by the power falling on the sensor. 

A.l.l 635 nm laser 

I Pout (p,W) I Pamb (p,W) I PpDJc (p,W) I VpDJc (V) I 
61 5 56 2.19 
54 4 50 2.19 
44 3 41 2.19 
40 3 37 2.14 
35 2 33 2.00 
30 3 27 1.84 
25 2 23 1.57 
20 2 18 1.24 
16 3 13 0.90 
10 2 8 0.55 
5 2 3 0.23 

A.1.2 850 nm laser 

I PpvJC (pW) I VpDJc (V) I 
66 0.860 
50 0.670 
45 0.625 
40 0.545 
35 0.475 
27 0.404 

24.5 0.366 
20 0.296 

24.9 0.218 
10 0.146 
5 0.074 
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A.2 Laser temperature stability 

I Time (min.) I Output (mV) I 
0 I 52 
IS I 55 
30 I62 
60 I 56 
90 I 54 

A.3 Handyscope ENOB 
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Figure A.I: Power spectra from Handyscope outputs (top row: first Handyscope (11321 ), bottom row: 
second handyscope (11451 ); left column: channel I, right column: channel2) 

Figure A.1 contains the power spectra that were used for the ENOB measurements; the resulting values are 
in the table below: 

Measurement Signal pwr Noise pwr SIN AD ENOB 
dBVrms dBVrms dB bit 

I -I7.312 -82.909 3.63·10° 65.6 I0.60 
2 -I7.296 -84.898 5.76·10° 67.6 I0.94 
3 -I7.448 -87.558 1.03·10' 70.1 Il.35 
4 -17.428 -89.146 1.49·10' 71.7 Il.62 
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A.4 Channel interactions 
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A.4. CHANNEL INTERACTIONS 
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Figure A.2: Results of the measurements to determine whether multiple channels interacting with each 
other will cause nonlinear behaviour. (Source: [Tsek05]) 

A.5 MGDM DLL test 

The outer two matrices indicate the coefficients of the transmission matrix as calculated by the DLL (DLL 
H- 1

) and the output amplitudes as measured from the demultiplexer, with a fixed input amplitude (Demux 
(m V)). For calculation of the middle two (normalised) matrices, the outer two matrices were taken and they 
were normalised so that the highest value on each of their rows would be 1; this yields the highest possible 
output amplitude for both output signals. 

P1 and P2 are the output signals that contained pilot tones 1 and 2, respectively; LOM and HOM are 
the input signals coming from the PDIC sensors detecting the lower order modes or higher order modes, 
respectively. 

DLLH ·1 DLL H ·1 (norm) Demux (norm) Demux (mV) 
Output LOM HOM LOM HOM LOM HOM LOM HOM 

pl 7.643 -3.556 1 -0.465 1 -0.470 525 -247 
p2 -0.9858 8.168 -0.121 1 -0.126 1 -66 525 
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A.6 Laser linearity 

I Bias (mW) I THD (dB) I 
10.0 -31.7 
9.0 -32.3 
8.0 -30.7 
7.0 -31.4 
6.0 -35.3 
5.0 -34.1 
4.5 -41.3 
4.0 -41.7 
3.5 -38.6 
3.0 -40.5 
2.5 -40.9 
2.0 -39.8 
1.5 -30.4 
1.0 -17.6 
0.5 -11.7 

A. 7 Signal separation 

Before demultiplexing: 

I Signal I Pilot 1 I Pilot 2 I Separation I 
(dBV) (dBV) (dB) 

r1 -21.1 -24.8 3.7 
r2 -31.0 -22.9 8.1 

After demultiplexing: 

I Signal I Pilot 1 I Pilot 2 I Separation I 
(dBV) (dBV) (dB) 

Si -15.6 -55.2 40 

82 58.3 -17.5 41 
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AppendixB 

Literature research results 

B.l Introduction 

The problem of demultiplexing the MGDM signals can be approached in multiple ways; apart from the 
transmission matrix inversion, the first idea, the system appeared to be quite similar to spatial diversity 
systems used in radio communications. A literature study was conducted to find a number of general 
methods used there, both in the fields of diversity combining and beamforming. In this chapter a number 
of methods will be discussed to determine their useability within the MGDM project. 

The methods searched for have previously been applied to arrays of antennas, hydrophones or seismic 
sensors, which are significantly different from the detection used in optical communications. In optical 
communications all optical power that comes from the fibre can be received by the sensor, so if multiple 
sensors are used, the total power is necessarily split over all sensors. In the other mentioned fields, all 
sensors can only receive a part of the originally transmitted power, so adding sensors will always have the 
inherent advantage that the total amount of received power is increased. 

B.2 Algorithms 

B.2.1 Diversity combining 

Diversity is the simplest approach to combining the signals from multiple sensors. Because the transmitted 
signals get reflected off surfaces (for instance walls for radio signals, soil structures for seismographic 
work), the signal power won't be distributed evenly, but there will be an interference pattern that causes 
the signal power in certain locations to be nearly zero. This phenomenon is called a deep fade and usually 
occurs only in very small areas; sometimes the location where a deep fade occurs is only a few mm big. 
Channel diversity employs multiple sensors to assure that, even when a single sensor is in a location that 
doesn't have any signal power because of reflections, another sensor nearby won't be inside the deep fade, 
so it will still receive enough signal power to receive the transmitted data. 

A number of algorithms are available for diversity combining ([Goda04], chapter 8), which will be covered 
briefly: 

Selection combining: with this type of combiner, only one of the received signals is selected for further 
processing, preferably the one with the highest SNR or highest signal to interference ratio. It is related 
to the switched (or scanning) diversity combiner, which also selects a single received signal but does not 
attempt to select the optimum received signal but merely one that's good enough, i.e. has an SNR or signal 
to interference ratio above a certain threshold. This type of signal combining could be used for MGDM, 
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but only if the signals at the output of the PDIC were separated very well so demultiplexing would not be 
necessary. 

With equal gain combining, all signals are just added together after cophasing (adjusting the received 
signals to be in phase). With MGDM at the bandwidths used within this setup, with negligible phase 
differences, this would be equivalent to only using a single sensor, which would be useful if one of the 
received input signals was much stronger than the other one, but this would make it impossible to detect 
the other input signal. 

Maximum ratio combining is related to equal gain combining, except that after cophasing, the signals aren't 
added together with equal weights but the weight used for each received signal is equal to its SNR (where 
the interference from the other channels are counted as noise). This combining method is better than equal 
gain combining, but an even better performance is achieved with the optimal combiner. 

Optimal combining attempts to maximise the SNR at the output of the combiner, which means this method 
is equivalent to beamforming (as discussed in section B.2.2). Contrary to beamforming, however, optimal 
combining assumes that there are more interfering sources than sensors, which means that it will never be 
able to completely cancel out all interference, but a slightly modified version of the general equation for 
optimum weights of the beamformer still holds (equation B.l ). 

R -1 woe= ao 1 cs (B.l) 

In this equation, the weight vector that optimises for a single desired signal depends on the inverted corre
lation matrix of the interferences, R1 and cs is the signal channel gain vector which defines the (complex) 
gain of the transmitted signal on each of the receiving sensors. a 0 is an arbitrary scaling constant for the 
weights. 

K 

RI = LPJjC[jC~ 
j=l 

(B.2) 

The interference correlation matrix consists of the sum of the correlation matrices of each individual inter
ference j, calculated with their channel gain vectors CJj and their individual signal powers Pij· 

B.2.2 Adaptive beamforming 

Beamforming takes a different approach to combining the outputs of multiple receivers into a single output 
signal: when multiple sources are transmitting the same signals, their signals will interact, thereby creating 
a forced interference pattern. By changing the relative phases of the sources, this interference pattern can 
be manipulated so the point of maximum gain will be directed towards the receiver of the signal and other 
directions (preferably) won't receive any signal at all. 

At the receiver end, the exact same principle holds, but instead of the signal power being steered, the inter
ference pattern now defines the gain of the antenna (array) with respect to the direction of the transmitter. 
For stationary purposes, the desired shape of the beam (the interference pattern will amost always define a 
main beam in a certain direction) can be calculated, but because most channels are not stationary, a large 
number of adaptive algorithms has been developed to efficiently steer the beam towards a certain (desired) 
signal source and optionally cancel out unwanted signal sources to reduce the amount of interference at the 
receiver. A number of these algorithms that appear useful to the MGDM system will be covered. 

[Monz80] gives four performance measures that can be used within an adaptive narrowband beamformer 
to optimize the output of a specific signal. Because the MGDM channel model does not assume any delay 
differences between the received signals, these performance measures can also be used for a wideband 
transmission system. Normally, the delays in narrowband systems are modeled as phase differences, while 
wideband systems need the actual delay times; because there are no delays in the MGDM channel model, 
the phase differences and delay times will become zero and the difference between narrowband and wide
band disapppears. 
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MSE 

The Mean Square Error criterion calculates the error between the combined inputs and a reference signal. 
The existence of this reference signal implies that the structure of the desired signal must be known to be 
able to perform the comparison; in the case of the MGDM setup discussed in thi's report, the reference signal 
is the (known) pilot tone. This MSE can be minimised, yielding a Minimum MSE (MMSE) beamformer. 
The optimum weights that minimise this criterion are given by equation B.3, where Rxx is the correlation 
matrix of the received signal vector x and r xd is the correlation vector of the received signals with the 
reference signal d. 

(B.3) 

SNR 

This criterion attempts to maximise the Signal to Noise Ratio of the beamformer outputs, where in this case 
the noise components that can be removed by the beamformer are the non-desired signals. This criterion 
is used for the optimal combiner mentioned in section B.2.1. For the SNR criterion, the resulting optimum 
weight vector is found in equation B.4, with a being a constant, Rnn being the correlation matrix of the 
noise (interfering signals) received on the sensors and v being a vector defining the relative phases of the 
desired signal on the sensors. 

R -1 
WSNR =a nnv (B.4) 

Essentially, this is the same criterion as given in equation B.l, where it was used for the optimal combiner. 

ML 

Within the Maximum Likelihood criterion, the desired signal is assumed to be unknown, but for recon
struction of this signal, the interferences are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. As this cannot be 
guaranteed for the interfering signals (the signals in the channels not desired for an output) within a trans
parent system, the ML criterion cannot be used. 

MV 

The Minimum noise Variance method attempts to minimise the variance of the noise at the output of the 
beamformer. While this will occur when the interfering channels are completely filtered out, it does assume 
that the phases of the received signal are already compensated for, so the direction of the desired signal 
is known. Because there are no delays assumed within the channel, this criterion is also useable. The 
optimum weights for the MV criterion are very similar to those of the SNR criterion, as can be seen from 
equation B.5. In this case, the vector v from the SNR criterion is replaced by an all-ones vector 1, which 
comes from the requirement that the received signals are cophased; if the signals are assumed to arrive as 
a plane wave, this will yield a number of identical signals after cophasing. 

(B.5) 

Although all of these performance measures calculate the optimum weights in a different way, their weights 
are all scaled versions of the optimal solution, the so-called Wiener solution. 

There is a large number of algorithms available to adaptively optimise the weights of an array of sensors to 
select a single signal, such as sample matrix inversion (SMI), different implementations of the least mean 
squares algorithm (LMS), neural networks, but they essentially try to find (a scaled version of) the Wiener 
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solution. For finding multiple signals, an equal number of adaptive beamformers can be used to find the 
optimum weights for each signal separately, this would be equivalent to the transmission matrix inversion 
method initially proposed for the MGDM system. 

B.2.3 Transmission matrix inversion 

The optimum diversity combining and beamforming algorithms that are mentioned all calculate an op
timum solution that is based on the correlation matrix of the received signals, while the demultiplexing 
method used within this MGDM setup directly measures the parameters of the channel as used in the 
model from equation 4.1. These parameters are then put into a matrix, which is inverted and multiplied 
with the received signals to undo the mixing effects of the channel. 

As this transmission matrix inversion method (TMI) completely cancels out the interfering signals, it is ex
pected to be optimum and so it should be equivalent to an optimum beamformer or optimum combiner (in 
the absence of noise). The calculations for the optimum weight vectors for these combining and beamform
ing algorithms were taken from the literature and they were combined with the received signals predicted 
by the MGDM algorithm (equations B.6 and B.7). 

Hns1 + H21s2 

Hl2Sl + H22S2 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

Unfortunately, when these modeled values for the received signals are put into equation B.2 or the equiv
alent equation to calculate the correlation matrix of the received signals, Rxx, to calculate any correlation 
matrix necessary for calculating the weight vectors, in all attempts a matrix has resulted that was not in
vertible because its determinant is zero. 
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PDIC description 

C.l Introduction 

The PDIC (Photo Detector IC) is an integrated circuit combining multiple photodiodes for capturing an 
optical signal with built-in preamplifiers. Originally this circuit has been designed by Philips as the optical 
sensor for the TwoDOS project: an optical storage system that stores data in multiple tracks at the same 
time. 

C.2 Setup 

Inside the IC, the photodiode is linked to a preamplifier with differential current-outputs, which can be set 
to an amplification factor of2048 or 8192 with a jumper in the external amplifier box. For all experiments 
the amplification factor of2048 has been used because the higher amplification factor severely limited the 
dynamic range of the PDIC. 

These outputs are then led out of the IC and connected to an external transconductance amplifier which 
converts the current into a voltage. After this amplifier the signal passes a low-pass filter, limiting the 
bandwidth to 75 MHz. The 50 !1 single-ended output of the transconductance amplifier may be easily 
modified inside the amplifier to bypass the 75 MHz filter. 

Figure C.l: PDIC amplifier (bottom circle: input pads, top circle: output pads) 
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Figure C.2: PDIC amplifier connection diagrams. a) external power and PDIC connectors; b) internal 
numbering ofPDIC segments; c) external output connector numbering (SMB) 

When the amplifier housing is opened, the 11 main amplifiers can be seen on the back of the front plate. 
An individual amplifier is visible in image C.l. On the bottom left the PDIC signal enters the amplifier 
at the soldering pads (the input pads for some amplifiers are cross-wired, like the one in this image) and 
exits at the middle of the image on the right pad of the three output soldering pads. The center pad of the 
output pads is connected to the outputs on the front of the amplifier box, through the 75 MHz output filter, 
the right pad is the signal coming in from the amplifier (these pads are soldered together in the photo). The 
connector linked to the left pad is normally used for testing the output filter, but by making a wire bridge 
over the middle pad, it can also be used directly as an unfiltered output. The order of the amplifiers within 
the amplifier box is given by figure C.2b, which shows a simplified layout of the underside of the amplifier 
box cover (the PCB's are mounted to the cover). 

The outside connections are visible in figures C.2a for the power and PDIC connectors and C.2c for the 
signal outputs (excluding the servo outputs on the lower side of the cover). The power connector has the 
following pinout: 

I Pin I Voltage (V) I 
I -5 
2 -15 
3 0 (GND) 
4 5 
5 15 

The PDIC PCB cables are connected to X31 and X32; X31 should go to connector X2 on the PDIC PCB 
and X32 goes to connector XI. Please note that the output connectors in figure C.2c are not numbered 
consecutively: output 4 and 5 are swapped. The outputs on the first row (-5, -4, 0, 4 and 5) have all four 
of their segments available separately on the PDIC amplifier, as well as summed together with their center 
outputs. The bottom row connectors (-3, -2, -I, 1, 2, 3) have their four segments hardwired together on the 
PDIC, so they only have summed outputs. 
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The processing software 

D.l Introduction 

The data, acquired by the Handyscopes is processed by software proprietary software from their manufac
turer, which offers digital multimeter, oscilloscope and (FFT) spectrum analyser functions. There are two 
versions of the software available: 

• the original software, for which a development kit is available to drive Handyscopes from an ex
ternal program. Unfortunately, this version (including the development kit) can only drive a single 
Handyscope per program, 

• a beta-version of a new modularised system, the MultiChannel Software (MCS). This version adds 
support for multiple Handyscopes simultaneously and will in future add support for continuous sam
pling instead of non-continuous blocks of data. 

As the original intent was to completely demultiplex the PDIC output signals and display the demultiplexed 
signals within the computer, for which continuous sampling would be necessary, the choice was made 
to use the MCS software to drive the Handyscopes. There was no software available yet to link other 
programs to the MCS, but the manufacturer, TiePie engineering, created an output plugin that called a 
DLL (Dynamically Loaded Library) for processing the information. This DLL could then implement the 
channel estimation functionality. 

This functionality (using a DLL for external processing) is not officially documented yet and does not 
appear in the program if the processing DLL is not installed, but it will probably still be available in future 
versions of the MCS, unless it is obsoleted by a more extensive plugin. At the time of writing, the latest 
version of the MCS, 0.70(3, supports the DLL plugin. 

D.l.l Development environment 

Because the MCS is only available for Microsoft Windows, the DLL has been developed with Borland C++ 
Builder (BCB) 5.0 in Windows 98. To run it on other systems than the development computer, the following 
files need to be copied for the runtime environment (they can be found in C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\ on 
a system that has BCB installed): 

adortl60.bpl dbrtl60.bpl dss60.bpl rtl60.bpl vcl60.bpl vclsmp60.bpl 
bdecds60.bpl dbxcds60.bpl ibevnt60.bpl soaprtl60.bpl vcldb60.bpl vclx60.bpl 
bdertl60.bpl dsnap60.bpl ibxpress60.bpl tee60.bpl vcldbx60.bpl visualclx60.bpl 
borlndmm.dll dsnapcon60.bpl inet60.bpl teedb60.bpl vclie60.bpl visualdbclx60.bpl 
cc3260mt.dll dsnapcrba60.bpl inetdb60.bpl teeqr60.bpl vcljpg60.bpl xmlrtl60.bpl 
cds60.bpl dsnapent60.bpl qrpt60.bpl teeui60.bpl vclshlctrls60.bpl 
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Figure D.l: Screenshot of the MGDM DLL with the Multichannel Handyscope software (MCS) 

These files are available in the file 'extras.tgz' in the DLL source package. This is a Unix-style (tar and 
gzip) compressed file, but it can be extracted with common Windows compression programs like WinZIP 
orRAR. 

Although the DLL is written in a C++ development environment and the files follow the C++ naming 
convention (.cpp extension for source files), they are actually written in C. Naming the files using the C 
naming convention (.c extension) gives problems when linking the DLL. 

D.2 User interface 

As figure D.l shows, the DLL interface is divided into three rows, from top to bottom: input, processing 
and output. In the input section the channels that are connected to the DLL plugin are listed, together with 
the function that is given to each input. The processing section contains the parameters that can be set 
that are relevant to the estimation of the transmission matrix. The output section contains the transmission 
matrix and inverted transmission matrix, settings for logging the matrices to file and a monitor for viewing 
the signals at various parts in the DLL. 

D.2.1 Input 

On the left side of the input section is a list of the channels that have been connected to the DLL (in the 
same order as in the MCS), together with their settings. All channels are identified by their channel number, 
the first item. The full list of channel settings: 
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Src Channel number 

BPS Sample datasize (bytes per sample) 

Min Minimum value of measured range (V) 

Max Maximum value of measured range (V) 

Bufsize Current size of the buffer (bytes) 

Datasize Amount of data in the buffer (bytes) 

Frequency Samplerate (samples per second) 

Resolution (bits per sample) 

Dis The last block received did not immediately follow the one before (discontinuous) 

Dat Block received; this column will display a blinking asterisk when data is being received 

FP Data is floating point 

Sgd Data is signed 

The comboboxes on the right are labeled with the functions the inputs can have (either they are used for 
determining the transmission matrix or they are used for temperature measurements). To link an input 
channel with one of the functions, simply select the channel number from the combo box of the function 
you want to assign. When channels are removed from the DLL plugin, the selections in the comboboxes 
are automatically reordered, so the DLL is not interrupted. 

To prevent functions from simultaneously accessing the same memory regions, the DLL is locked during 
any function, so the MCS may only execute a single function at the same time. Should it occur that the 
DLL hangs somewhere inside one of the functions or a function exits without releasing the lock, the DLL 
will report a buffer overrun error on every block of data received. If this happens, it is possible to reset this 
lock with the button 'Reset lock' after which it may be possible to continue. 

D.2.2 Processing 

The middle row contains all settings related to the processing of the incoming data and communicating 
with the user. The processing settings are on the left side: you can select whether the data received is 
in time domain (the pilot tone amplitudes have already been estimated, and on the inputs there are DC 
signals proportional to the pilot tone components) or in frequency domain (FFT data of the two signals 
output by the PDIC). Depending on this setting, the labels at the input comboboxes will change to reflect 
the functions for which input channels are necessary. 

With time domain processing, no other settings are used; the values for the input channels are averaged and 
directly put into the transmission matrix. In frequency domain processing, however, you need to specify 
where the pilot tones can be found within the input signals; fl and f2 (in kHz) define these frequencies. 
Because some power from the pilot tones is also available in adjacent frequency bins (FFT points), you can 
specify a range of frequencies for which the average power should be calculated with the 'radius' setting 
(in kHz). The bandwidth over which the power is averaged is fl-r up to f1 +r. 

To the right of the processing settings there is a text field in which important messages are logged. When 
changes are being made to the DLL, this can also be used for debugging output with the logline function 
in form.cpp. 
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D.2.3 Output 

In this section the estimated transmission matrix (H), its calculated inverse (Hinv) and the measured tem
perature are visible. Both of these matrices can be displayed normalised so the maximum absolute value 
of their elements is smaller than one. Furthermore, matrix H can also be normalised such that the sum of 
each of its rows is one, which is useful for quickly determining the ratioes between the two input signals 
in each output. Matrix Hinv can also be normalised such that the maximum value of each of its columns is 
one, which yields a maximum power output for each of the channels on the demultiplexer output. 

For long-term experiments, there is a logging facility available that logs the measured values to a file (one 
line every time H is changed). To start logging, first enter a filename into the 'Log filename' box or select 
one using the button labeled ' .. .' to the right of this box and then click 'Logging' to enable writing the 
logfile. An example line from the logfile: 

(timestamp) H: [[first row ofH] [second row ofH ]], Hinv: [[first row ofHinv] (second row ofHinv ]], T: [temperature C] 

(148137380) H: ([ 0.106056 0.047025] [ 0.032199 0.034396]], Hinv: [[ 16.1 19683 -22.037979] [ -15.089762 49.702857]], T: [ 26.907978 C] 

The timestamp is taken as the number of milliseconds sinds January 1, 1601. Unfortunately, in the version 
of the software released with this report, a conversion is used that truncates the time variable, which means 
that the logged time might wrap around to 0 again. The software that processes these measurements must 
take into account that the timestamp will not be continuous and this error in the DLL must be fixed! The 
matrices are given in HP scientific calculator notation, which is [ [ first row ] [ second row ] ... [ nth row ] 
]. 

To visualise the different signals that are available within the DLL, there is a monitor in the bottom right 
comer with a combo box to select the signal that needs to be displayed. (Please note that these signals are 
only useful in frequency domain processing.) The signals that are available are: 

None No signal, monitor is not updated (this saves processing time). 

Output n Output signals calculated from the inputs and the estimated transmission matrix. 

Vectors A vector diagram with the two input signals on the axes and two vectors of the pilot tones, 
projected onto the input signals. The colours of the vectors are the same as the colours of fl 
and f2 in the transmission matrix output. This diagram is useful for quickly getting an idea 
of the separation of the two signals, especially when finetuning the mechanical settings of the 
MGDM transmitter and receiver. 

Source n The values of input channel n. 

D.3 Interface with MCS 

The DLL should provide three functions that are called by the MCS to transfer the data: 

• void *GetDataPointer (int nSource, unsigned int *dwSize) 

• void DataReady (int nSource, void *pBuf, unsigned int dwSize) 

• void NewSetting (int nSource, unsigned int dwSetting, double rValue) 

GetDataPointer reserves a buffer for receiving a block of data within the DLL address space. It takes the 
number of the channel (Handyscope input channel, software generated signal, preprocessed signal) for 
which a buffer is reserved (nSource) and a pointer to the desired buffer size in bytes (dwSize). If the DLL 
can't or won't reserve enough memory, it can modify the value *dwSize is pointing to to reflect the memory 
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actually reserved. It returns a pointer to the reserved buffer. In the current implementation, the buffer stays 
the same unless its size needs to be increased. 

DataReady is called to inform the DLL that one of the buffers has been filled and the DLL can read the 
buffer and process it. The arguments indicate the source number (nSource), a pointer to the buffer (pBuf) 
and the size of the data that has actually been written to the buffer (dwSize). Because the DLL has its own 
administration for source and buffer management, pBuf isn't strictly necessary, but it is provided to verify 
that the data has been written to the proper buffer. DataReady doesn't return any value. 

NewSetting is used by the MCS to pass the settings for the channel to the DLL. Like the other functions, it 
takes the channel number (nSource ). Furthermore, it needs a setting identifier, dwSetting, and an (optional) 
value for the setting, rValue. The possible settings are: 

• OxO 1: The number of channels that is connected to the DLL plugin has changed. rValue should 
be rounded off to an integer, after which the low byte of this number ( (int)(rValue + .5) & OxFF ) 
contains the new number of sources. If a source has been deleted, the high byte of this number ( 
(int)(rValue + .5) & OxFFOO) contains the number of the source that has been removed. 

• Ox02: Setting the data type of the channel. Again, rValue needs to be rounded off to an integer, after 
which the low byte contains the sample size (number of bytes per sample), bit 0 of the high byte 
determines if the data is floating point (1) or integer (0) and bit 1 of the high byte determines whether 
the data is signed (1, always for floating point numbers) or unsigned (0). Up to now, the MCS has 
always given signed floating-point numbers with a sample size of four ( datatype double), so although 
the data type is stored within the DLL, the code assumes the data is always double! 

• Ox04: Minimum value of range has changed. This is the minimum value the MCS gives out (because 
of the measurement range of the Handyscope). rValue contains the new minimum value, which is 
usually the negative of the maximum value for time-domain data or zero for frequency-domain data. 

• Ox08: Maximum value of range has changed. See Ox04. 

• OxlO: The sample rate has changed. rValue contains the new samplerate in samples/s. 

• Ox20: Resolution has changed. rValue contains the new resolution in bits. 

• Ox40: The next block is discontinuous with the previous one. This is the normal mode of operation: 
the Handyscope waits for a trigger event, samples a full block of data and waits for the next trigger. In 
future, there will also be a possibility for continuous sampling, in which every block follows directly 
after the previous one in time (with reduced samplerate). This data is not used at the moment. 

D.4 Data flow 

D.4.1 Channel setup 

When a data stream is connected to the DLL plugin within the MCS, the MCS first calls NewSetting to 
indicate that a channel has been added. NewSetting calls newSource to insert a new channel definition 
into the linked list pointed to by the pointer 'sources' (both the function and the pointer are defined in 
sources.cpp ). newSource then allocates a new source data block (struct sourcedata, defined in sources.h) 
and initialises it with empty values. Please note that at this moment a buffer has not been allocated to the 
channel yet! 

After the channel is created, the MCS calls NewSetting again, this time to set the channel settings to 
their proper values. All of these settings are saved into the channel data block and get written to String
Grid 1_ Inputs for the user. 
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D.4.2 Data input 

Before every data block is sent, the MCS calls GetDataPointer to request a buffer where it can write the data. 
After a few checks, the actual creation of the buffer is done by addBuffer (from sources.cpp ). addBuffer 
first checks if the channel already contains a buffer, if this is the case and the buffer is big enough to contain 
all data the MCS wants to send, it just returns the current address, otherwise it removes the old buffer and 
allocates a new one that is big enough. 

At this point, the MCS may also give some settings that are not globally relevant for the channel, but just 
for this block of data (such as indicating discontinuity between this block and the previous one. 

The actual data is put into the buffer by the MCS and it calls the DataReady function to indicate to the DLL 
that new data is waiting. DataReady displays the amount of data actually received on screen and marks 
continuity and activity of the channel. The source number is passed on to process _input for processing. 

D.4.3 Data processing 

Process_input (in process.cpp) selects what kind of processing is needed for this block of data by looking 
at the values of the Input comboboxes (see section D.2 for these settings): the data can be processed either 
to estimate a part of the transmission matrix (through estimate_h) or to calculate the average temperature 
(through estimate_temp). After the data is processed, redraw_monitor_input is called to see if the signal 
monitor needs to be updated. 

estimate_ temp calculates the average value of the data, which it multiplies with 100 to get the temperature 
in degrees Celcius. This function assumes that an LM35 or compatible temperature sensor is connected, 
with an output voltage linear with the temperature (1 0 m V per 0 C). 

estimate_ h can update the transmission matrix in two different ways, depending on the settings of Ra
dioButton_fand RadioButton_t. IfRadioButton_t is set, the matrix coefficients are set directly from the 
input values (used if the signal power estimation is done externally; four inputs are needed in this case). 

If the input signals are in the frequency domain, estimate_h expects two inputs: FFT's of the PDIC output 
signals. It then uses pilot_power to calculate the amount of signal power around the two pilot tone frequen
cies for each of the inputs, converts this power back into an equivalent voltage and uses these two results 
per channel in the transmission matrix. (Technically, this is not the transmission matrix, just the matrix of 
received signals, which is a scaled version of the transmission matrix, with the scale factor depending on 
the pilot tone amplitudes.) 

After pilot tone estimation, estimate_ h inverts the transmission matrix and updates the values for the in
verted and non-inverted transmission matrices on screen and calls the logging function to log the matrices 
to file. 

Finally, update_outputs is called to use the inverted transmission matrix to demultiplex the signals; these 
demultiplexed signals are not used further, they are only used as a feedback to the user to illustrate the 
processing done by the DLL. 

D.4.4 Channel removal 

When a channel is disconnected from the plugin within the MCS, NewSetting calls del Source from sources.cpp, 
which first removes the source from the list of sources, then lowers all sources numbers of the sources that 
have a higher source number (the MCS does the same), updates the display to reflect the removal of the 
source and finally deletes and frees the data buffer related to the source and the source itself. 
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MGDM Setup manual 

This appendix contains a number of precautions that need to be observed when working with the MGDM 
setup to prevent damage to the equipment or injury. Furthermore, it contains step-by-step directions on 
starting up the demonstrator and shutting it down again. 

E.l Introduction 

By illuminating a multimode (MM) fibre at different positions on its front facet it is possible to create 
different near field patterns at the output. If these patterns can be detected, this system can be used to 
multiplex different signals on one fibre and demultiplex them electrically at the output, a technique which 
is being called MGDM: mode group diversity multiplexing. 

The MGDM demonstration setup is still in its first research stages, so it consists of very delicate equipment 
which can easily be damaged or put the operators at risk because of the high power lasers being used. 
Therefore this document describes important precautions that have to be taken when the setup is being 
used and the procedures that should be followed when setting up and shutting down the system for an 
experiment. 

E.2 Laser precautions 

• The lasers are very sensitive to static electricity 

- Always work on the lasers on an ESD mat or table 

- Always wear a (connected) grounding strap when handling the lasers (there is one on the table) 

• The lasers used have a very high output power 

- Never look directly into the beam or at specular reflections (reflections off of shiny surfaces) 

- The lasers are operating near the maximum rated power of the connectors. Always make sure 
the connectors are absolutely clean with a fibre scope if they have been disconnected (Frans 
Huijskens and Peter v. Bennekom have fibre scopes to inspect the connectors) 

• The lasers are very sensitive electrically and optically 

- Never exceed any of the absolute maximum ratings (for power or current), not even for a very 
short time! 
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- The lasers can even be damaged by exceeding the rated maximum values for times as short as 
a few J.LS and damage may not always be clearly visible 

- Always make sure all power supplies are set at OV before turning them on and set them to 
OV before turning them off to prevent damage from transient peaks (even if they don't power 
a laser transmitter; they may be disconnected by someone else for another experiment where 
they are, the assumption is that they are always set to OV by default!) 

• The lasers are extremely temperature sensitive 

- Output power drops (considerably) when the laser temperature rises 

- Don't shut down the system with the lasers active, always make sure all signals and bias settings 
are zero before turning off power. If this is not done and the system is powered up again after 
having cooled down the laser can be overloaded. 

- Don't increase the current if the power drops, if this is done repetitively the maximum current 
may be exceeded. Instead, provide better and more stable cooling for the lasers 

- Make sure the temperature doesn't drop if the lasers are stable near maximum power, a temper
ature drop will increase output power which may damage the mirrors inside the laser 

E.3 Setup procedure 

• Connect the optical system 

- Connect everything together, except for the connections from the laser pigtails to the transmitter 
system 

- If any connectors have been left uncovered for some time (more than necessary for disconnect
ing and connecting them), verify that they are clean with the fibre scope and clean them with a 
tissue and alcohol if necessary (2-propanol, available in a dispenser) 

• Connect the electrical part of the transmitter 

- Wear an ESD grounding strap when working on the electrical system 

- Connect the transmitters to a symmetrical (dual) power supply (red/white= negative, black= 
zero, red = positive) 

- Connect the cooling fans of the lasers to a power supply (black= zero, red =positive) 

• Power on the transmitter 

- Put the laser drivers on an electrically isolating surface (not directly on the ESD mats!) 

- Verify that the blue multi-tum potentiometers (for the laser bias) are turned completely clock-
wise 

- Connect one of the lasers to a laser power meter, switch on the power meter, set it to readout 
in mW (not dB). Verify that the wavelength (in the top right of the meter) is set to 633 nm and 
press the 'zero' button to set the zero-level. The wavelength can be set with the '>.' button; if it 
can not be set as low as 633 nm, the sensor for long wavelength light may be connected to the 
power meter. 

- Verify that the cooling fan power supply is set to OV, switch it on and turn it to 12V 

- Verify that the laser driver power supply is set to OV, switch it on and turn it to about 12V (the 
voltage is not very important, as long as it is above 7V and high enough for the laser to reach 
the intended power; 12V is enough to reach a total power of at least 12m W). The laser power 
meter should not indicate any power higher than a few n W 
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• Set bias currents 

- Tum the blue potentiometer counterclockwise until the power output of the corresponding laser 
is at the desired value. Warning: The power will increase very fast once the threshold current 
is passed, be careful turning the potentiometer once the power is above approximately 1 m W 

- If desired, leave the laser for about 15 minutes at this power so its temperature can stabilise 
(this is just a precaution, the power does not appear to drift more than about 1 00 p W) 

• Measure pilot tones 

- Connect the pilot tone input to the output of a Handyscope (or another variable DC source with 
a 50 n output) and set this source to the DC value that gives the desired output power of the 
bias point plus the pilot tone amplitude (e.g. if the bias point is at 7 m W and the pilot tone 
amplitude should be 2 mW, set the DC value so that the output power is 9 mW) NOTE: Some 
older versions of the Handyscope Multichannel software do not have the ability to set the signal 
amplitude without the output being on, and they are set at 1 V by default. If this is the case, 
first make sure the Handyscope output is disconnected and then enable the output and set the 
output voltage to 0 V. After that it can be connected and changed to the proper value. 

- Verify the linearity of the laser diode by setting the DC value so the output power is equal to 
the bias point minus the pilot tone amplitude (5 mW in the example used). The DC voltage 
should be about the same as the voltage in the previous step, only negative 

- Reset the DC source to 0 V 

• Measure data signals 

- Perform the same procedure as with the pilot tone addition: first set the pilot tone to the max
imum amplitude as a DC voltage (same setup as the previous step), connect a DC source with 
the same impedance as the data signal to the signal input and slowly increase this DC signal 
until the maximum signal amplitude is reached. While increasing the DC signal, tum the signal 
potentiometer to decrease the output power so that the output power is at the desired value for 
bias plus maximum pilot voltage plus maximum signal voltage 

- Verify the linearity by setting the system for bias plus minimum pilot voltage plus minimum 
signal voltage; the pilot and signal amplitudes should be about the same, only negative 

- Reset the DC source to 0 V 

• Add the signals 

- Connect the pilot tones to the pilot tone input 

- Connect the information signals to the signal input 

• Optically connect the lasers to the transmission setup 

- Always point the pigtail ends downward to prevent the beam from shining into someone's eye. 
If a pigtail is not connected, cap it with a white cap to make it clearly visible that the laser is 
active. 

• Limit power with the attenuators 

- Remove the covers from the attenuators 

- The attenuation can be changed by changing the angle of the piece of glass in the middle of the 
attenuator; this piece of glass is magnetically mounted to the bar in the middle. If there is no 
piece of glass standing on the bar, they can be found in the box next to the transmitter setup, 
containing the fibres for the fibre concentrator. 
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- Put the glass in a 45 degree angle with the table to minimise output power. WARNING! This 
will cause a large part of the COLLIMATED beam to be reflected towards the ceiling and 
towards your eyes! Make sure there is no way that the beam can be reflected into someones 
eye and put back the covers when you are not setting the attenuators! Do not look into the 
attenuators from the input side or from the top! (This is one of the reasons for the post-it notes 
on top of the attenuators.) 

- Replace the attenuator covers 

• Move the MM fibre towards the Fibre Concentrator (FC) 

- Unscrew the L-shaped metal profile from the table and put it out of the way 

- Tum the screw on the right-hand side of the transmitter clockwise to move the fibre end toward 
the FC. The distance between these two should be almost invisibly small (it can best be seen 
when using the sky through the window as a background). 

• Calibrate MM fibre position relative to FC 

- Make absolutely sure the amount oflight coming from the fibre is small enough to be invisible. 
Mount the other end of the MM fibre in the microscope 

- Switch on the microscope lighting with the box on the right of the microscope and set the 
microscope to both camera and viewer by setting the rod behind the viewer to 'CV'. Switch on 
the power to the camera by plugging in the camera power supply (connected to the 'junction 
box') and switch on the TV set 

- Set the microscope to a sharp image of the fibre end with the 20x objective lens (the one with 
the green ring) 

- Move the rod behind the viewer to 'C' to prevent anyone from looking into the microscope 
when the MM fibre is being lit. WARNING! NEVER look into the microscope unless abso
lutely sure the fibre is not lit! 

- Increase the output power of one of the lasers (by decreasing the optical attenuation, not elec
trically!) to a level that the output pattern can be seen by the camera; this laser will be set up to 
illuminate the lower order modes. 

- Adjust MM fibre position with the screws on the front of the transmitter. The left screw (below 
the FC) adjusts the vertical position, while the right screw (below the fibre) adjusts the hori
zontal position along the FC output ports. The goal is to adjust the position so that the output 
pattern on the monitor is as small as possible (only illuminating lower-order modes.) Make 
sure that the output power is not too high, because this will make it impossible to judge the 
output pattern diameter; if necessary, decrease the output power if the pattern is pure white. 

• Connect the electrical part of the receiver 

- Remove the fibre from the microscope and mount it in the receiver setup. 

- Limit the power enough so that the light reflected from the PDIC is just visible. If the PDIC 
input power is too high, parasitic transistors within the IC may start conducting, thereby short
circuiting the PDIC (latch-up); a prolonged or severe latch-up condition can damage the 
PDIC! This condition is visible on the PDIC outputs: a sensor that is experiencing latch-up 
will have a 0 V output and will suddenly jump to a higher value if the power is decreased. 

- If it has not already been done, connect the flexible flatcables to the PDIC and connect the 
power supply cables 

* The flatcable on top of the PDIC (connector X2) is connected to the connector nearest to 
the power connector on the amplifier. 

* The flatcable on the bottom of the PDIC is connected to the amplifier at the connector 
furthest from the power connector. 
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* The wires coming from the power connector are labeled: blue is 0 V, green is -5 V, brown 
(taped together with the green wire) is -15 V, yellow is 15 V and the other brown wire 
(taped together with the yellow wire) is 5 V. 

- Connect the PDIC outputs that are to be used to an oscilloscope. 

• Power on the receiver 

- Make sure all power supplies are set to OV and are off. 

- Turn the voltage settings for the 5V and 15V lines completely up and down a few times and set 
them back to OV (this is to clean the potentiometers a little, they get dirty easily on this power 
supply, which leads to an irregular output voltage, especially around the voltages we use) 

- Switch on the power supplies 

- Connect a voltmeter to the 5 V line and increase the output to 5 V 

- Connect the voltmeter to the -5 V line and increase the output to -5 V 

- Connect the voltmeter to the 15 V line and increase the output to 15 V 

- Connect the voltmeter to the -15 V line and increase the output to -15 V 

• Verify receiver input power(!) 

- Decrease attenuation (increase signal power) to make sure that all pilot tones can be received 
properly (every pilot tone should have enough power in at least one sensor) 

- Check all PDIC outputs to see if they aren't fixed at 0 V (there always should be a bit of noise 
present). This is a double check for latch-up conditions on unused sensors. 

• Setup pilot tone detection and demultiplexer 

- This is discussed in the following sections. Please continue at the section for the setup that is 
used. 

E.3.1 Setup software receiver 

• Connect the PDIC outputs used to the Handyscope inputs 

• Start the Handyscope Multichannel software (if this hasn't been done yet). The DLL for the pilot 
tone detector should be in the same directory as the Handyscope program with the name 'writer.dll'. 
The DLL has been verified to work with version 0.70 of the Multichannel software, although other 
versions will probably work too. 

• Right-click on 'I/O's' and select 'FFT' from this menu (two times) to create two FFT processors 

• Right-click on 'Sinks' and select 'DLL Streamer' from this menu to start the pilot tone detector 

• Drag every input to a separate FFT and change the settings appropriately: 

- If you want to get a visual indication of the settings that are changed: right-click on the diagram 
background and select 'clear', after that drag the FFT blocks on to the diagram. The settings 
for the diagram can be changed by right-clicking on the horizontal or vertical axis. 

- Right-click on each FFT block and set the windowing function (preferably to 'Hanning') 

- Right-click on the sampling speed (in the instrument toolbar) and set it 

- Right-click on the sample length (in the instrument toolbar) and set it 

• Drag both FFT blocks on to the DLLstreamer sink. 
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• Configure the pilot tone detector 

- The blocks that have just been dragged onto the DLL are visible in the list in the 'Input' section, 
in the same order as visible in the MCS. They first have to be linked to their functions, which 
is done with the drop-down lists to the right of the inputs list; just find the input function you 
want to assign to one of the inputs and then select the appropriate input from the drop-down 
list to the right of this function. The functions that are available are: 

* Input 1 and Input 2: When the signals are processed in frequency domain, the DLL expects 
the FFT transforms of the received signals on the input. When the pilot tone amplitudes 
have already been estimated, the components of the transmission matrix will be connected 
directly to these inputs (without FFT blocks). 

* Input 3 and Input 4 are only used when the components of the transmission matrix are 
connected directly to the DLL and time-domain processing is used. These inputs contain 
the other two transmission matrix components. 

* Temperature: To log the temperature of the room during the experiment, an LM35 tem
perature sensor can be connected to one of the Handyscope inputs and its data sent to this 
input. 

- In the 'Processing' section are two input fields for the pilot tone frequencies. Set these frequen
cies (in kHz) to the frequency of the pilot tone (as accurately as possible, the FFT display in 
the Handyscope software can be used to determine the exact pilot tone frequency) 

- Below these two input fields is a field labeled 'Pilot tone radius', which determines the band
width over which the pilot tone will be summed to determine the total pilot tone power. Set 
this value high enough (wide enough) to cover all signal power from the pilot tones, but not too 
high to prevent noise from getting into the measurement. 

- To verify the settings, the input and output signals can be monitored by selecting them in the 
list in the 'Monitoring' section. There also is an item 'Vectors' in this list, which displays the 
pilot tones as vectors inside a coordinate system with axes r 1and r 2 . 

• The 'H' and 'Hinv' blocks in the 'Output' section will continuously display the (estimated) trans
mission matrix and inverted transmission matrix, respectively, according to: 

( z~~ z~~ ) ( :~ ) = ( ~~ ) 

Z:=~~ ) ( ~~ ) = ( :~ ) 
If necessary, the matrices can also be normalised in two ways each. Both matrices can be normalised to 1, 
the H matrix can also be normalised so that the value of the highest row total is 1 and the Hinv matrix can 
be normalised to maximum output power (the rows are individually normalised). 

• To log the data to a file: 

- Make sure the checkbox in the 'Output' section is unchecked 

- Put a filename into the input field below the checkbox or click the button next to the input field 
to select a file with a dialog box. 

- Switch on logging with the checkbox. It is not possible to change the filename while data is 
being logged. 

- Lines will be appended to the selected file, containing a timestamp and the estimated transmis
sion matrix and inverted transmission matrix on every line. 

- To switch off logging, just uncheck the checkbox 

- The data can then be processed offline 
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E.3.2 Setup demultiplexer 

• Connect the demultiplexer to a power supply (red:+ 15V, black: OV, red/white: -15V) 

• Connect a reference signal (a sine wave of about 1 Vpp) to one of the inputs of the demultiplexer. The 
demultiplexer inputs are two BNC connectors on the right side of the PCB, the outputs are the BNC 
connectors on top of the PCB. To the left of the inputs are four multipliers that have hardwired signs 
(the top left and bottom right multiplier multiply with a positive number, the top right and bottom 
left multipliers multiply with a negative number) 

• Now connect one of the outputs to an oscilloscope and set the multiplication factor of the appropriate 
multiplier to the factor indicated in that location of Hinv on the DLL. (The multipliers and poten
tiometers are roughly arranged in a square or paralellogram corresponding to the input and output 
they are connected to.) Set the other three multiplication factors to the same values. 

• Now disconnect the oscilloscope and reference signal and connect the demultiplexer inputs to the 
PDIC outputs. The outputs of the demultiplexer can be connected to an amplifier to make sure the 
output signals have the proper level and then connected to an audio output and monitor to view the 
signals. 

E.4 Shutdown procedure 

• Shut down lasers 

- Remove signal input from the laser drivers 

- Remove pilot tone input from the laser drivers 

- Tum laser driver bias power to 0 (tum the blue potentiometers clockwise until they click faintly) 

- If both lasers are off, tum the laser driver power supply to 0 V and switch off the supply 

- Tum the cooling fan power supply to 0 V and switch off the supply 

• Lock transmitter 

- Tum the right-hand screw of the transmitter setup counterclockwise to move the MM fibre 
away from the FC (about 1 em) and put back the safety bracket so the fibre end can not hit 
the FC by accident (it is possible to push the fibre end into the FC, the moving stages are not 
protected against this!) 

• Shut down receiver 

- Tum the -15 V and 15 V power supplies to 0 V and switch them off (for both the receiver and 
the demultiplexer) 

- Tum the -5 V and 5 V power supplies to 0 V and switch them off 
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Appendix F 

lEE paper 

Within the graduation project, a paper was also submitted to the lEE seminar on Optical Fibre Communi
cation and Electronic Signal Processing. This paper was presented on December 15th, 2005, in London, 
UK. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a first demonstration setup for the 
transparent transmission of two analog signals using Mode 
Group Diversity Multiplexing (MGDM). MGDM is an optical 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique suitable for 
short-reach multimode fibre networks. In this demonstrator 
two baseband analog signals are transmitted together with 
out-of-band pilot tones. Measurements of the pilot tones are 
used at the receiver to estimate the transmission matrix; the 
inverse of this matrix is then used to demultiplex the received 
signals. A number of experimental results are given for the 
performance of the experimental setup. 

1 Introduction 

Multi-mode fibre (MMF), especially graded-index multi
mode fibre (GI-MMF) is often used in short-reach networks 
like those on campuses or for in-premise communication 
because of ease of installation. The bandwidth of MMF is 
mostly limited by modal dispersion, which can be alleviated 
by exciting only a subset of the modes available in the fibre 
with the offset launch technique (3). If different subsets of 
modes are excited within the fibre, they can be used as 
independent communication channels. increasing the capacity 
of the fibre even more. The subsets of modes then play a role 
similar to that of spatial channels in multi...antenna wireless 
MIMO systems. 

The first results from optical MIMO were reported by Stuart 
[4]. In his set-up two BPSK signals (at a rate of 50 Mbps) 
were transmitted through I km of multi-mode fibre. 
Differential mode delay helps to improve the signal 
separation between the two data streams, which in tum could 
be easily separated by simple signal processing at the fibre 
output. 

As one of the goals of our study is the design and 
implementation of a fully transparent system, we cannot 
exploit any prior knowledge of the signals to be transmitted. 
The (two) signals are separated thanks to the difference in 
their near field patterns (NFP), measured at two locations on 
the output of the fibre. At each of these locations the output 
signal r, I 11 is given by a linear combination of the inputs 

s,it) as determined by the coefficients H,
1

, indicating the 
amount of power sent from transmitter i to receiver j : 

H,) 
H, 

(I) 

This transparent approach has been named Mode Group 
Diversity Multiplexing (MGDM) [2]. 

After the signals have been detected, they need to be 
processed electronically to remove the crosstalk between the 
channels inside the fibre. The operations to be performed are 
very similar in spirit to equalization of inter-symbol 
interference in digital communication channels or to spatial 
beamforming. This analogy will prove useful in the 
development of future architectures and algorithms for signal 
recovery. 

We have recently examined the linearity requirements and 
robustness of a 2x2 MGDM system (6] designed to transmit 
two data signals through a large core diameter ( 148 I"") 
MMF and detect them again on two photodiodes. In this 
paper we build on these recent experiments and report some 
preliminary results on the signal processing required to 
separate the signals. In particular, a first low cost proof of 
concept demonstrator for an MGDM communication system 
transmitting analog video and audio signals will be described. 

2 MGDM Demonstrator Setup 

Figure I depicts a block diagram of the two-channel, 
transparent MGDM demonstrator set-up. 

At the transmitter side, two 635 mn lasers are each driven by 
a current source. The current is proportional to the sum of the 
voltages of three input signals: 

a DC offset to bias the laser into a linear working 
range. 

a pilot signal p[ t) to help identifY the channel and 
assist in determining the transmission matrix. and 

the actual data signal s(tl. 

A number of options have been considered for the pilot 
signals. First of all, pilots must be separated from the signals, 
and be distinguishable among themselves. Several 
multiplexing techniques are available for that purpose, 
namely frequency division multiplexing (FDM), time division 
multiplexing (TOM), or code division multiplexing (COM). 
Because of the goal of a folly transparent system, both for 
analog and digital signals, TOM was rejected because it 
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Figure 1: Demonstrator setup 

would disrupt any analog data signals. The choice is then 
between out-of-band FDM and in-band COM. Although the 
latter has the potential of a more efficient use of the available 
bandwidth, from the implementation point of view the former 
is preferable. Out-of-band pilots (FDM) are much easier to 
implement with low-cost components, so this multiplexing 
method was chosen. Furthermore: the signal does not 
contribute to the pilot-to-noise ratio and the pilot will not 
distort the signal. which also supports this choice. 

In parallel, the pilot signals must be distinguishable from each 
other. Again the same options as above are available here, 
namely FDM, TDM, and CDM. Once again, because of 
implementation complexity, separate frequencies for each 
pilot tone were chosen (FDM), because this makes the pilot 
tones easily separable from each other, both in analog and 
digital processing. A pilot at frequency [, is described by 

equation p,lt):Acos(2rr f,t). 

A simplified schematic diagram of the laser driver can be 
found in figure 2. On the left are three operational amplifiers 
(IC I, IC2, IC3) in a unity-gain configuration to act as a buffer 
for the input signals and to perform impedance matching for 
the inputs. The outputs of these amplifiers are summed by the 
inverting adder circuit consisting of amplifier IC4 and 
resistors R2-R5. The final amplifier, IC5 acts as an inverting 
voltage-to-current converter by feedback of the voltage over 
R6, which is proportional to the current through both this 
resistor and the laser diode (LD). 

To keep the cost of the setup low, the lasers are only cooled 
by being mounted on an air-cooled heatsinks. The lasers are 
operated in the linear regime, with the (measured) second
harmonic distortion being better than 35 dB. 

At the laser outputs the signals are attenuated by variable 
optical attenuators (VOA) to prevent overloading of the 
receiver sensor. Furthermore they also provide an easy-to-use 
method to control the optical power per channel. 

A fibre concentrator (FC), which is a planar waveguide that 
transforms single mode waveguides from the standard pitch 

of 125 J1ll1 to 30 J1111. was used to excite two groups of modes 
simultaneously. 

The output of the FC is butt-coupled to 10 m of silica GI
MMF with a core diameter of 185 J1ll1 and core-cladding 
diameter of 250 llffi. The FC is placed in such a way that one 
signal excites lower order modes of the fibre and the second 
signal excites higher order modes. The two cases correspond 
to launching with radial offsets of 0 and 30 11ffi from the fibre 
axis respectively. 

As the delays between different modes are only very small (in 
the order of tens of picoseconds with typical short-range 
fibres). they can not be measured with the equipment 
available and hardly have any influence on the transmitted 
signals at all. These delay differences will therefore not be 
compensated in the receiver. 

At the end of the fibre, the difference in launching offsets 
yields different near field patterns (NFP) like the ones in 
figure 3. This NFP is projected onto a photo detector IC 
(PDIC, [I)), containing II sensors arranged in a line (figure 
4) with on-chip preamplifiers. The distances of the fibre end 
to the lens and from the lens to the PDIC are chosen such that 
the NFP is magnified two times to cover three sensors on the 
PDIC; with this configuration a 2x2 system can be realised 
while minimizing the coupling losses at the receiver. The 
PDIC was originally designed for an optical storage system; 
its sensitivity is highest for visible light, which limited the 
choice of laser wavelengths that could be used. Because of 
component availability a wavelength of 635 mn was chosen, 
which has the added advantage that it falls at a minimum of 
the attenuation spectrum of the PMMA material and thus 
experiments with PMMA Polymer Optical Fibres (POF) can 

PilOT 
Rl 

SIGNAL 
Pl 

·lSVJ F1gure 3. Example near field pattems at the fibre output when 
Mgnal.< are InJected mto low (left) or h1gh (nght) order modes, 

LD as reported m [51 

~n ~~~@.OoQEJ3Ej3 
Figure 2: Simplified .<chematic ofthe laser driver 
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Figure 4: PDIC photodetector geometry with the NFP image 
of the fibre over detectors -I through -3 



be performed. Each sensor consists of four sub-segments, 
although these are only available externally for sensors -5, -4, 
0, 4 and 5. All sensors have a separate RF output, containing 
the sum of the signals on its four sub-segments. For the 
demonstrator setup, the RF outputs of two PDIC segments 
were used: segment -2 was placed in the center of the image 
projected onto the PDIC, so it received light coming from the 
low-order modes and segment -3 was used to detect light 
from the edges of the projected image. 

The PDIC is connected to a dedicated external 11-channel 
amplifier that converts the differential current outputs of the 
IC into 50 Q single-ended outputs and limits the bandwidth of 
the signals to 30 MHz with a low-pass filter. 

To illustrate the setup, a photo has been added in figure 7. On 
the small side-table the attenuators and the FC are mounted, 
the optical receiver is on the left side of the large table; laser 
drivers, lasers and the demultiplexing circuit are on the right 
side of this table. 

3 Demultiplexiog 

As already mentioned in the introduction the signal mixing 
within the Gl-MMF is linear [6), therefore it can be modeled 
by a 2x2 transmission matrix ( H ): 

(r, r,)=(s, (2) 

The MGDM model from equation 2 suggests a 
straightforward method of performing the dernultiplexing 
step: the transmission matrix H should be inverted and 
multiplied with the received signals to retrieve the originally 
sent signals (equation 3). 

(s; s,)=(r, r,)(H" 
H., 

(3) 

It is worthwhile noting that this operation corresponds to 
zero-forcing equalization in the context of inter-symbol 
interference cancellation. or to interference nulling in spatial 
beamforming. Even though these methods are known to be 
optimum only in absence of noise, they represent a 
satisfactocy trade-off between design complexity and 
achievable performance. 

FEEDFORWARD FEEDBACK 
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The coefficients of the transmission matrix are unknown to 
the receiver, so they need to be estimated with the help of the 
amplitudes of the pilot tones available in both of the received 
signals. These amplitudes are directly related to the signal 
mixing within the fibre, so they form the estimated 
transmission matrix. 

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of a feedforward/feedback 
demultiplexer, which can be used to recover the input signals 
s, ( t) . On the left, the pilot tones in the two signals on the 

input are estimated; together, these estimates form the 
estimated transmission matrix ( ii ). The matrix is then 
inverted ( jj-• ) and the input signals are multiplied with this 
inverted matrix to yield an estimate of the transmitted signals. 

The bandwidth of the variations in the channel coefficients 
has been measured to a value lower than 0.1 Hz, that is, 
estimates need be updated relatively rarely, once evecy I 0 
seconds. In order to remove residual errors, such as 
component tolerances or drift, a second element, a feed-back 
loop, can be used. Assuming that the feedforward 
demultiplexing is working properly, the feedback loop need 
only take care of the (estimated) matrix coefficients H 12 and 

if;1 • as shown in Figure 5. 

In our demonstrator, the input signals are sampled by a USB 
2.0 based data acquisition device, connected to a PC. After 
sampling, an FFT is performed on both signals and the 
amplitudes of the pilot tones are estimated by calculating the 
RMS signal averages over a small bandwidth around the pilot 
tone frequencies. These estimates of the pilot tone amplitudes 
are then used directly as the coefficients of the transmission 
matrix ( ii ). This matrix is inverted in software ( jj-• ) and 
normalised so the maximwn absolute value of the coefficients 
is 0.6. The normalisation of the coefficients does result in a 
scaled version of the estimated input signals s , but it is 
necessacy for the demultiplexer, which can only accept a 
maximum coefficient of 0.6. At the time of writing of this 
paper. the feedforward demultiplexer is working, although the 
coefficients can not yet be set automatically from the 
calculated inverted transmission matrix by the PC and the 
feedback circuit has not been implemented yet. 

The demultiplexer module multiplies the two incoming 
signals ( r ) with the four coefficients of the inverted and 
nonnalised transmission matrix. These coefficients are set 
offline by connecting a reference signal to one of the inputs 
and measuring the amplitude of the output signals while 
manipulating the coefficients with potentiometers connected 
to the multipliers. 

At the output of the demultiplexer module the estimates of the 
}-+.1.-- A original signals are now available; these signals can then be 

5
1 filtered to remove the pilot tones and amplified back to their 

original signal amplitudes. 

Figure 5: Feedforward feedback denmltiplexer 

J-+r-- 52 4 Results 
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purposes. several characteristics of the first MGDM setup that 
is available now were measured. 
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4.1 Channel separation 

To measure the separation of the signals after the 
demultiplexer. a 7 MHz sine wave was injected into the low 
order modes at the transmitter and an 8 MHz sine wave was 
injected into the high order modes. At the output of the 
amplifier the spectra of the signals on the used PDIC sensors 
were measured (figure 6, (a) and (b)). together with the 
spectra of the demultiplexer outputs (figure 6, (c) and (d)). 
The demultiplexer was configured by hand for maximmn 
signal output: the main diagonal of the inverted transmission 
matrix was set to the maximum multiplication for this 
demultiplexer and the other coefficients were adjusted to 
cancel out the unwanted signal components. 

From graphs (a) and (b) it can be seen that the signal injected 
into the lower order modes (7 MHz) is mostly visible in the 
lower order modes on the output (a), but the signal injected 
into the higher order modes is quite evenly spread out across 
the entire output. These output levels are expected from the 
NFPs mentioned in section 2. 

The signals from the PDIC are not separated very well: II dB 
on the center photodiode and 25 dB on the outer photodiode. 
After the demultiplexer, the signals were as depicted in 
graphs (c) and (d), with separations of 29 and 30 dB 
respectively. 

Some further experiments were done to fmd the reason why 
the signals could not be separated any further; at lower 
frequencies the unwanted signal amplitudes in the outputs are 
much lower, leading us to believe that a slight asymmetry 
with respect to signal delays is still in the system. This 
asymmetry prevents the unwanted signals from being 

(a) 

(b) 

canceled out completely. 

4.2 Resulting Pilot-to-Noise ratio 

For transmission of digital signals, a SNR of 20 dB is usually 
required, while for analog signals 40 dB is desirable. From 
figure 6, subfigures (c) and (d), the signal to noise ratio can be 
calculated. To keep the DC offset from the laser bias from 
distorting the noise level, the ftrst ftve data points from the 
FFTs were discarded in the calculations. 

Within the measured bandwidth (25 MHz) after 
demultiplexing. the pilot-to-noise ratio of the system is 31 dB 
for the low-frequency channel (injected into the lower order 
modes) and 33 dB for the high-frequency channel (injected 
into the higher order modes). 

4.3 Television demonstrator 

To get a feeling for the signal quality that could be obtained, 
the composite video output and one of the analog audio 
outputs of a DVD player were connected to the signal inputs 
of the lasers. The video signal was transmitted through the 
lower order modes and the audio signal through the higher 
order modes. The signal power range used by the lasers was 
between I and 3 m W to prevent nonlinear distortions of the 
signal (the same setup as in previous experiments: The lasers 
were biased at 2 mW with the signals giving an amplitude of 
I mW on the outputs). 

After the demultiplexer two simple amplifiers were used to 
amplifY the signals back to a useable level for monitoring on 
a composite video monitor and a pair of amplified speakers. 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 6: Meruurement graphs (a b: Outputs of the PDIC amplifier (a: center photodiode, b: edge photodiode ), c:d: 
demultiplexed PDIC output. 
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Although some noise speckles were visible in the video signal 
and noise was faintly audible, the signal quality was quite 
good. Crosstalk between both channels was easily removed 
by tuning the demultiplexer coefficients. 

Over time it was clear that the coefficients did change slowly. 
For maximum channel separation an automatic circuit for 
setting the demultiplexer coefficients should be used. 

5 Conclusions 

We have proposed a demultiplexing system for a mode group 
diversity dultiplexed system, based on a cascade of a 
feedforward and a feedback interference compensation. As a 
first step, a feedforward interference compensation method 
has been implemented. 

The results from this first setup indicate that MGDM is a 
feasible technique for transmitting multiple signals over a 
graded index multi-mode fibre. 

Further improvements to be made to the system include a 
better board layout for the demultiplexer to increase the signal 
separation and providing a means of setting the demultiplexer 
coefficients adaptively to track changes in the coefficients. 
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